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Abstract

The circulation along the Norwegian coast is characterized by many transient small-
scale features such as eddies and meanders that are challenging to reproduce by means
of numerical modeling. In this thesis I investigate the use of advanced data assimilation
(DA) techniques in high-resolution coastal models to improve the circulation estimates.

One particularly interesting observational platform for the coastal ocean is high-
frequency (HF) radars, which measure surface currents in the coastal zone up to 200
km offshore. The suitability of such observations for use in high-resolution coastal
DA systems is assessed by quantifying which components of the near-surface current
field are observed by the HF radars. Our results show that there are no contributions
from wave drift in the measurements, thus they are suitable for use in coastal DA.
Assimilation of HF radar currents in a high-resolution model shows clear improvement
in the circulation estimates. Further improvement is obtained when CTD profiles of
temperature and salinity are included in the assimilated data set.

A reanalysis of a period, during which in-situ observations were abundant in the
study area, is used to assess how an observational network dense enough to constrain
the water mass distribution affects the upper ocean circulation estimates. Our inves-
tigations of the results show a weakening of the topographically steered currents and,
as the stratification increases the effective resolution of the model, more small-scale
circulation features are developed. Such changes may have a significant effect on up-
per ocean transport. Finally, the potential of using high-resolution coastal reanalyses
to study specific physical processes is demonstrated for the case of the mechanisms
causing variability in the Norwegian Coastal Current.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Objectives

1.1 Introduction

Human activities at sea such as shipping, oil exploitation, fisheries, and recreation
largely occur in the coastal ocean and shelf seas. These regions are also important
for marine life as they serve as spawning and feeding grounds for several fish stocks,
such as the Northeast Arctic cod, and are hot spots for primary production in the ocean.
Circulation estimates from operational forecasts are key components of emergency re-
sponse services such as search-and-rescue and oil spill mitigation (Breivik and Allen,
2008; Jordi et al., 2006; Röhrs and Christensen, 2015), while data archives of the ocean
state during a historic period can be used e.g. for studies of physical processes, con-
nectivity studies (Ådlandsvik and Sundby, 1994; Mitarai et al., 2009), or to assess the
mechanisms causing inter-annual variability in recruitment (Svendsen et al., 2007). For
many such purposes, the currents in the uppermost part of the ocean are most relevant.

Upper ocean currents are largely wind-driven, but particles drifting in the sea are
also affected by transient current features such as tides and eddies as well as large-
scale geostrophic currents. Eddies are the oceanic equivalent to high and low pressure
systems in the atmosphere, but their horizontal scales are much smaller due to the
shorter internal deformation radius in the ocean. In order to provide realistic estimates
of ocean currents this scale needs to be resolved by the model. High resolution also
allows for a more accurate description of the bathymetry and a more detailed coastline,
an important point as many accidents happen close to shore (Broström et al., 2011;
Gundlach and Hayes, 1978) and the environmental consequences of a spill often will
be more pronounced in the coastal zone (Ihaksi et al., 2011).

A realistic representation of water masses is crucial for the skill of an ocean model,
as this affects the baroclinic response to surface forcing, as well as the generation of
eddies through baroclinic instabilities occurring at fronts between water masses of dif-
ferent densities. Furthermore, the depth at which a buoyant particle will flow is deter-
mined by the density of the surrounding water. As both the strength and direction of
wind-driven currents are depth dependent, this will affect the particle’s faith (Hannah
et al., 1997; Myksvoll et al., 2014; Vikebø et al., 2007).

In addition to the small spatial scales, the ocean has a long memory. This means that
features such as eddies will persist over several days to weeks, and water properties,
particularly below the mixed layer, for even longer periods of time. Due to these long
temporal scales errors in ocean models can largely be viewed as caused by deficien-
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cies in the initial conditions. For small regional applications, however, the boundary
values become more important, particularly for the upper ocean where the currents are
generally stronger. Similar to the case of limited area models in numerical weather pre-
diction, errors due to unresolved physical processes in the coarser model from which
the boundary conditions are provided, propagate into the model domain (Warner et al.,
1997). Thus, coastal ocean modeling is both an initial and a boundary value problem,
and in order to produce realistic estimates of the coastal circulation, errors in both these
sources need to be constrained.

Data assimilation (DA) can improve a model estimate of the ocean state by adjusting
the model fields according to observations. DA methods take both uncertainties associ-
ated with the model fields as well as uncertainties associated with the observations into
account, thus DA combines an inaccurate model with inaccurate observations in order
to obtain the best possible description, an analysis, of the true state of the ocean. How-
ever, the resolution of the model poses a limit to the precision of the analysis: Even if
there are sufficient observations to describe an eddy, the model is incapable of repro-
ducing it if the size of the eddy is too small to be resolved numerically. This is referred
to as the error of representativeness, and is usually the largest source of uncertainty
associated with an observation.

DA has been a large contributor to the improved quality of weather forecasts over
the past few decades, and is commonly used in operational oceanography as well, espe-
cially for global and basin-scale applications (Blockley et al., 2014; Oke et al., 2015a;
Sakov et al., 2012). In contrast to the observational network for the atmosphere, the
oceanic observational network does not resolve the spatial variability, particularly be-
low the surface. This is a major challenge for high-resolution assimilation systems as
they require a denser observational network to constrain the circulation (Oke et al.,
2015b). One particular challenge is the inherent lack of current observations: with the
notable exception of high-frequency (HF) radars which can observe surface currents in
the coastal zone, there are hardly any observations of this important variable.

1.2 Objectives

The main objective of this thesis is to study the requirements that must be met by the
ocean model and the observing system in order to obtain improvement in the represen-
tation of upper ocean circulation in high-resolution coastal ocean models. A second
aim is to determine whether assimilation of existing and planned observational net-
works can improve circulation estimates of the coastal ocean. In a long-term perspec-
tive we hope to develop methodology for improving operational ocean forecasts and
for giving recommendations on the design of future observational networks supporting
this aim. Specifically, the following points are targeted:
• Assessing the potential impact on forecast skill when assimilating HF radar ob-

servations of surface currents.

• Understanding how assimilation of hydrography observations impact near-surface
circulation estimates.

• Investigate if information from different observation types complement each other
or render some observations redundant.
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• Use a reanalysis of the ocean state in coastal region to investigate the mechanisms
causing variability in the circulation, and to what degree the different observation
sources contribute to the improved circulation estimates.

To answer these questions, coastal model applications using four-dimensional varia-
tional (4D-Var) assimilation techniques have been applied, assimilating various types
of ocean observations. The main focus of the investigations of the results is the impact
on the upper ocean circulation, an important component in ocean forecasting.
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Chapter 2

Scientific background

2.1 The Norwegian Shelf Seas

The Norwegian coastline is long and complex, scattered with numerous islands and
skerries. Fjords add to the complexity: some stretch more than 100 km inland, and
many fjords are deeper than the adjacent seas. Norway borders four marginal seas.
Starting from the north these are the shallow Barents Sea; the Norwegian Sea, which
has a shallow shelf along the Norwegian coast with a steep shelf break into the deep
basin; the North Sea, another shallow shelf sea; and Skagerrak in the south. Skagerrak
is shallow apart from the Norwegian Trench, an underwater canyon stretching from the
shelf break outside western Norway and along the coast into Skagerrak where it reaches
its maximum depth of 700 m (Fig. 2.1).

Skagerrak serves as the only natural connection of the Baltic Sea with adjacent seas,
and the circulation is heavily influenced by the freshwater outflow from the Baltic. This
outflow gives rise to the Norwegian Coastal Current (NCC), which carries fresh coastal
water northwards along the coast. Although additional freshwater is supplied from
rivers and fjords along the coast, the water of the NCC becomes more saline as it moves
northwards due to entrainment of waters of Atlantic origin. Atlantic water, defined
as water with salinity above 35, enters the Norwegian Sea through three passages:
The Denmark Strait, the opening between Iceland and the Faroe Islands, and through
the Faeroe-Shetland channel. The water associated with the latter two inflows forms
The Norwegian Atlantic Current (NAC), and flows northward along the eastern rim of
the Norwegian Sea. Minor branches of the NAC break off from the main path and
flows into the North Sea and along the Norwegian Trench into the Skagerrak. On its
way northward, the NAC flows in near-parallel with the NCC before the two currents
partly converge outside Vesterålen, where the continental shelf is at its narrowest. This
region is highly dynamic with current speeds often exceeding 1 m/s and high eddy
kinetic energy levels (Isachsen et al., 2012). As the currents continue northwards, the
main branch of the NAC breaks off from the coast and follows the shelf break towards
Spitsbergen and into the Arctic Ocean, while the NCC continues along the coast into
the Barents Sea.

The NCC is often described as being wedge-shaped, and this shape has a strong
seasonal dependence arising from both seasonal varying runoff levels and variations in
the solar insolation. Increased freshwater supply and solar warming during the summer
months result in a broad and shallow current wedge, while surface cooling and low
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Figure 2.1: Map of Norwegian waters. The bathymetry is indicated in shading, while the ar-
rows display the main currents. The two model domains used in the thesis papers are shown in
red. The currents are reproduced from graphic by IMR (

).

runoff levels during the winter season makes the wedge deep and narrow (Saetre, 2007).
The tidal signal along the Norwegian Coast is dominated by a tidal wave entering the

Norwegian waters from the North Atlantic and propagating northwards along the coast
as a Kelvin wave (Saetre, 2007). The tidal amplitude varies significantly, with generally
small amplitudes found in Skagerrak, amplitudes close to zero outside Egersund in
southwestern Norway where an amphidromic point is found, and amplitudes close to
4 m in Northern Norway. The dominating tidal constituents are the diurnal lunar and
solar components, M2 and S2.

Providing realistic estimates of the highly dynamic circulation of this coastal region
poses a challenge for numerical models. In particular, the pronounced front separating
the fresh water of the NCC from Atlantic waters has proven to be difficult to reproduce
(e.g. Budgell, 2005; Lien et al., 2013; Røed and Albretsen, 2007; Winther and Evensen,
2006). In this thesis we apply high-resolution models constrained by observations that
are assimilated into the model fields to produce circulation estimates.

2.2 Data Assimilation

The use of data assimilation (DA) to prepare high-quality initial conditions for numer-
ical weather prediction (NWP) models is of key importance to ensure reliable weather
forecasts. DA is also an essential tool for reconstructing the atmospheric or oceanic
state during a past period in a consistent way. When DA is used in this way the re-

http://www.imr.no/nyhetsarkiv/2006/november/ingen_stopp_i_golfstrommen/nb-no
http://www.imr.no/nyhetsarkiv/2006/november/ingen_stopp_i_golfstrommen/nb-no
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sulting data set is called a reanalysis. Such data sets provide long time series of high
resolution that cannot be matched by observations alone, and are invaluable for the
scientific community.

As DA in ocean models largely builds on development made within the field of
NWP, the information presented in this section will be given in this context. This
section leans on several texts on data assimilation, such as Blayo et al. (2014); Bouttier
and Courtier (1999); Fisher (2010); Kalnay (2003); Talagrand (1997) .

The first approaches to adjust initial conditions for the purpose of weather forecast-
ing include adjusting weather maps by hand according to the available observations,
and for the first generation of numerical models, interpolation of the observations to
the model grid. Prior to the satellite era, observations tended to be unevenly distributed
in space, with many observations over populated areas and hardly any over uninhab-
ited parts of the world. This motivated the development of methods which combined
a background state from the numerical model itself with the available observations
(Bergthorsson and Döös, 1955).

The development of modern DA techniques was motivated by two important ad-
vances in NWP. First, the famous discovery by Lorenz (1963) that even small pertur-
bations (on the order of roundoff errors) in the initial condition of a dynamical system
would yield different solutions. Second, the fact that primitive equation models, in-
troduced in the early seventies, are more sensitive to their initial conditions than the
first generation of numerical models. In order to obtain initial conditions that would
limit the error growth and ensure a stable model run after assimilation, modern DA
techniques aims to assimilate observations into the model fields in a way that not only
brings the model closer to the true state, but is also consistent with the dynamics rep-
resented by the model. The latter point is important, as fast gravity-inertia wave oscil-
lations may quickly deteriorate the model solution if the analysis state is not properly
balanced.

All state-of-the-art assimilation methods build on a statistical approach, in which a
background state (xb), observations (y), and description of the error variances of both
former terms are combined to provide the best possible description of the true state (xt),
the so-called analysis (xa). “Best possible” is here defined as the state that minimizes
the analysis error variance. The errors are defined as

εa = xa−xt

εb = xb−xt

εo = y−H(xt),

where H is an observation operator that maps between model space and observation
space. Assuming that the mean errors of both observations and background state are
zero, and that there is no correlation between the errors of the two, the best linear
unbiased estimate can be defined as

xa = xb +K(y−H(xb)), (2.1)

where the model state variables, xa,b consist of all prognostic model variables at every
grid point, and K is the gain matrix that determines the weighting of observations and
background state. H may be a simple interpolation operator, or in addition contain a
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function relating model variables to an observed quantity, e.g. radial current as mea-
sured by a HF radar. H is often assumed to be perfect, i.e. no errors are introduced in
the mapping from model space to observation space. It is also often assumed that the
observation operator (H) can be linearized, so that for a small increment δx to x we
have

H(x+δx) = H(x)+H(δx). (2.2)

When a solution to Eq. (2.1) is sought by finding the analysis that yields the smallest
value for the analysis error variance, K is the Kalman gain matrix

K = BHT (HBHT +R)−1, (2.3)

where R and B are the covariance matrices for the observation errors and the model
background errors, respectively. As the full covariance matrix for the model back-
ground errors is usually not well known, and is too large to be used in practice, B can
only be approximated. For the case of uncorrelated errors, R is easier to specify, and
is commonly assumed to be known. It consists of two parts: the instrumental error
describing the expected accuracy of the measurement, and the error of representative-
ness which relates to how well the observed quantity can be represented in the model.
E.g., the current at a given location in the ocean may be measured with high precision,
however, if this observation is to be assimilated into a model of finite resolution, the ob-
served current may be a poor measure of the currents resolved by the model, and thus
have a large representation error.

Currently, the methods for solving the DA problem within the context of NWP can
be divided in two categories: ensemble methods, in which the ensemble spread is used
to specify B, and variational methods. The 4D-Var method applied in this thesis belongs
to the latter category. Variational methods can be described by a maximum likelihood
approach, as the idea is to find the most probable state given the available information
provided by the observations and the background: xa = max p(x|y∧xb), where p is a
probability density function. According to Bayes theorem, we have

p(x|y∧xb) =
p(y∧xb|x)p(x)

p(y∧xb)
, (2.4)

in which the denominator is independent of x, and since x is unknown all choices of x
have equal probability, rendering p(x) a constant. Thus, the left hand side of Eq. (2.4)
is proportional to the remaining terms on the right. When applying the assumption of
uncorrelated observation and background errors, we get the expression

p(x|y∧xb) ∝ p(y|x)p(xb|x). (2.5)

Eq. (2.5) may be expressed in the form of a cost function, and when simultaneously
using the fact that the logarithm is a monotonic function, we get the following expres-
sion:

J(x) =−log(p(y|x))− log(p(xb|x))+ const. (2.6)

The analysis is now the value of x that minimizes the cost function. In the context of
variational DA, x is usually referred to as the control vector. As noted by Fisher (2010),
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the probability density functions of the background and observations can, for the case
of Gaussian error distributions, be modeled as:

p(xb|x) = b exp [
1
2
(x−xb)

T B−1(x−xb)],

p(y|x) = o exp [
1
2
(y−H(x))T R−1(y−H(x))],

where b and o are normalization factors (Bouttier and Courtier, 1999). Thus, by choos-
ing an appropriate value for the constant in Eq. (2.6), we arrive at the cost function for
three dimensional variational DA, 3D-Var:

J(x) =
1
2
(x−xb)

T B−1(x−xb)+
1
2
(y−H(x)T R−1(y−H(x)). (2.7)

The notation 3D is used to emphasize the fact that the observation operator only
contains spatial mapping between model and observations. It is common practice to
use observations taken during a period of time, referred to as an assimilation window,
and evaluate them as if they were valid at the same time. An expansion of H to include
temporal mapping essentially yields the cost function of 4D-Var. However, as infor-
mation is propagated in time according to physical laws, this must be reflected in the
observation operator. It is convenient to group observations taken at the same time k
and evaluate the cost function in the following form:

J(x) =
1
2
(x−xb)

T B−1(x−xb)+
1
2

K

∑
k=0

(yk−Gk(xk))
T Rk(yk−Gk(xk)). (2.8)

The new observation operator Gk now includes an integration of a the numerical model
from t = 0 to the time of evaluation, k, and takes the form Gk = HkM0→k, where M
is the numerical model. This term also appears in its transposed form in Eq. (2.8),
implying that the model must be run backwards, i.e. from the end of the assimilation
window and back to its beginning. For a full numerical model, with many highly non-
linear processes, this is virtually impossible. If we assume that M can be approximated
by a linearization around the solution of the full non-linear model state over the course
of the assimilation window by providing a tangent linear model (TLM), the problem is
possible to solve. The transpose of the TLM, the so-called adjoint model (ADJ) can be
derived, making integration backwards in time possible.

As a consequence of the assumption that H does not introduce any errors, the for-
mulation of 4D-Var discussed so far assumes a perfect forecast model: given perfect
initial conditions and forcing, the model will produce a perfect forecast. This formula-
tion is called strong constraint 4D-Var. In reality though, errors do arise from imperfect
model physics, parametrization of subgrid processes, numerical schemes etc. The as-
sumption of a perfect model may be relaxed to yield weak constraint 4D-Var, with the
addition of an extra term in the cost function, containing information on the model error
and its covariance matrix. Describing the latter is, however, a non-trivial task.
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To sum up the above, the following assumptions are made for strong constraint
4D-Var:

• The mean errors of both observations and the background are zero.
• There is no correlation between the observation errors and the background errors.
• The observation errors are uncorrelated in space and time.
• The errors are normally distributed (Gaussian).
• The forecast model is perfect — no error introduced by the observation operator.
• The evolution of the model over the assimilation window is approximately linear.
• The background is close to the true state.

4D-Var has the distinct advantage of evaluating the observations at their correct
time, and through integration of both the TLM and the ADJ, the information is propa-
gated backward and forward in time in accordance with the (linearized) model physics,
allowing for an observation to affect the state upstream from its location as well as
downstream. The drawback is the fact that it is necessary to maintain three separate
model codes; the non-linear (NLM), the TLM and the ADJ. 4D-Var is also computa-
tionally demanding, particularly the ADJ. The tangent linear assumption poses a limit
on the assimilation window length, as non-linearities will dominate the solution of
the ocean model on longer time scales. This issue is particularly important for high-
resolution models, as non-linear processes are better resolved. Weak constraint DA has
the potential to compensate for the breach of the tangent linear assumption, allowing
for longer windows.

Section 3.2 will cover how 4D-Var is implemented in ROMS, and how the cost
function is minimized.

2.3 Observations

Observations are an essential component of an ocean assimilation system, but also
provide invaluable information for validating non-assimilative models such as hindcasts
and for determining the skill of an ocean forecast system. In general, observations are
divided into two main categories based on how the measurements are obtained: in-situ
or by the means of remote sensing.

For the case of the ocean, observations obtained through remote sensing are limited
to the surface. In this thesis we have used two different types of remotely sensed obser-
vations: satellite sea surface temperature (SST) and HF radar surface currents. As the
latter is the focus of paper I and II, and serves as a part of the observational network in
paper IV, a detailed description of HF radars is given later in this section.

A common way to distinguish different SST products is by the level of processing
the raw data has undergone to produce the end product. The instruments mounted
on the satellites do not directly measure the surface temperature, and some sensors
are unable to see through clouds. In order to provide an estimate of the SST with
neither temporal nor spatial gaps it is thus necessary to combine observations from
different sensors at different times. This can be done by applying optimal interpolation
techniques (e.g. Donlon et al., 2012), and SST products derived this way are called level
4 (L4) products. However, this processing method causes some details (e.g. fronts)
visible in the raw observations to be lost or smoothed out. In order to provide data
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everywhere, the resolution in such products must also be coarser than that of lower
level products. These constraints should be reflected in the error of representativeness
provided to the assimilation system. In paper III two different L4 products of different
horizontal resolutions and geographical coverage were used for assimilation, while in
paper IV we used a level 2 (L2) product for the same purpose. The L2 product consists
of SST observations from individual satellite passes projected onto a grid with 1.5
km resolution. As the observations are derived from infrared sensors, data are only
available during cloud free conditions. When using this data set we take advantage of
4D-Var’s capability to propagate information in time according to the linearized model
physics. This could be beneficial for the multivariate response of the DA system, as the
movement of fronts and eddies can be inferred from subsequent satellite passages. On
the other hand, SST data are only available during cloud free conditions, which could
cause a "fair weather" bias of the modeled temperature.

In addition to HF radar currents and SST, in-situ observations of temperature and
salinity have also been used for assimilation. In-situ observations provide the only
source of information of the sub-surface ocean, and contrary to observations obtained
by remote sensing, the number of such observations are limited. The majority of the
in-situ temperature and salinity observations used in this thesis are obtained by pro-
filing CTDs during research cruises, but observations from a wide range of platforms
such as Argo profiling floats, moorings, gliders, FerryBoxes, and along-track thermos-
alinograph measurements from vessels are also included in the data sets used for as-
similation.

In paper I and paper II, in-situ measurements of ocean currents obtained by two
different means are used for comparison with HF radar currents and as means for val-
idation of the ocean model. A mooring with two acoustic Doppler current profilers
(ADCP) provided a time series of the Eulerian vertical current profile for a location
within the area covered by the HF radars. Two types of surface drifters, iSphere drifters,
which are half-submerged, and self locating datum marker buoys (SLMDB), with a
cross-shaped sail with average depth 0.7 m below the surface, were used to provide
observations of the Lagrangian surface currents.

HF radars measure ocean currents based on the backscatter from surface waves
(Stewart and Joy, 1974). The operating frequencies of HF radars lies within the range
of 3-50MHz, which is close to the frequency bands of AM and FM radio (Paduan
and Washburn, 2013). Depending on the operating frequency, HF radars can measure
currents up to 200 km offshore, and they can operate under all weather conditions.
As such, they provide an excellent platform for observing ocean surface currents over
extensive areas in coastal regions.

The basic operation principle of a HF radar is to transmit an electromagnetic wave
of wavelength λ , and receive the signal that is backscattered from the ocean surface.
Backscattering occurs from waves of wavelength λ/2 that are traveling in a radial di-
rection to or from the antenna. This is known as Bragg scattering, and will result in two
distinct peaks in the frequency spectrum of the received signal, one caused by waves
moving away from the antenna and one by waves moving towards it. In the absence of
an underlying ocean current, and under the assumption of deep water waves, the peaks
will be at frequencies corresponding to a Doppler shift due to the phase speed of the
surface waves that reflected the signal, more specifically at fb =±g/πλ . However, in
the presence of an ocean current there will be an additional shift in frequency, ∆ f . The
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Figure 2.2: The coverage of the HF radar networks used in paper II (left) and paper IV (right).
The model domains are shown in red, while the contours indicate the bathymetry.

radial velocity component (vr) of the ocean current can thus be found by subtracting
the theoretical phase speed (cp) from the phase speed derived from the observed signal
(cobs

p )
vr = cobs

p − cp. (2.9)

When the same patch of the ocean is simultaneously observed by two or more HF
radars, their respective measured radial current components may be combined to form
an estimate of the total current, i.e. the components in northerly and easterly directions
(Gurgel, 1994). The level of precision of the current estimate will depend on the angle
between the respective radials, with higher uncertainties as the angles become more
and more parallel through geometric dilution of precision (Chapman et al., 1998).

While radial currents may be used directly for data assimilation through the speci-
fication of an observation operator, maps of total currents from a network of HF radars
can provide information for monitoring ocean currents in real-time.

In this thesis observations from two HF radar networks, one in Vesterålen and one
on the western coast of Sweden, are used. The operating frequencies were 13.525
MHz and 13.5 MHz, respectively. Fig. 2.2 shows the areas covered by the HF radar
networks. Paper I uses radial currents from one of the antennas in Vesterålen, while the
total currents provided by this network are assimilated in paper II. In paper IV the total
currents from the Swedish HF radar network are assimilated.



Chapter 3

Tools and Methods

3.1 ROMS

The model experiments are performed with the Regional Ocean Modeling System
(ROMS). The development of ROMS is led by groups at Rutgers University and Uni-
versity of California, Los Angeles (UCLA), with contributions from users around the
world. ROMS is a hydrostatic, primitive equation ocean model, which uses split-
explicit time stepping to solve the momentum equations (Shchepetkin and McWilliams,
2005, 2009). ROMS applies the Boussinesq approximation, meaning that density dif-
ferences only affect vertical accelerations through the buoyancy term. It applies terrain-
following vertical coordinates, which allows for higher resolution at depths of particular
interest, such as the mixed layer. This coordinate system falls within the sigma type
vertical coordinate, for which pressure gradient errors may be a problem, particularly
in the presence of steep topography. Numerical algorithms to reduce this issue have
been implemented in ROMS (Shchepetkin and McWilliams, 2003).

3.2 ROMS-4DVAR

A 4D-Var assimilation system has been developed for ROMS, mainly through efforts
by a group at University of California, Santa Cruz. This section aims to give a brief
overview of the methods applied in the scientific papers; a more thorough description
of the DA system and its performance is given in Moore et al. (2011a,b,c).

The control vector in ROMS-4DVAR consists of the prognostic variables (surface
elevation, barotropic and baroclinic velocities, temperature, and salinity) at the start of
the assimilation window (t0), with the possibility of expansion to include the surface
forcing and lateral boundary conditions.

ROMS comes with three different implementations of 4D-Var. In this thesis we
have used two: the incremental strong constraint 4D-Var (IS4DVAR) and the 4D phys-
ical space statistical analysis system (4DPSAS). To keep notation simple and in accor-
dance with that of Sec. 2.2, the expansion of the control vector by surface forcing and
boundary conditions will not be considered here.

The algorithms are based on departures from the background state, meaning that
the state vector consists of the sum of two terms: the background state (xb(t0)) and an
increment (δx(t0)) that is assumed to be small compared with the background. This
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is in accordance with the assumption that the background state is close to the true
state. In both IS4DVAR and 4DPSAS, an iterative approach is used to find the solution
that minimizes the cost function. During these iterations, the so-called inner-loops
(denoted by subscript m in the following), the TLM and ADJ are used to propagate
information forward and backward in time. To speed up convergence it is possible
to update the non-linear solution according to an intermediate analysis increment and
repeat the inner-loops with a linearization around the updated model state. Such re-
linearizations are termed outer-loops, and denoted by the superscript k in the following.
The use of an outer-loop can to a certain degree compensate for non-linearities within
the assimilation window. The number of outer- and inner-loops to be used during the
minimizations of the cost function are, in ROMS-4DVAR, most commonly specified
by the user a priori.

IS4DVAR

Incremental, strong constraint 4D-Var follows the approach suggested by Courtier et al.
(1994). The cost function is minimized using the following approach:

1. An integration of NLM over the assimilation window, using xb(t0) as initial con-
ditions. During this integration the innovations between the observations and the
background, d = y−H(xb), are calculated. The inner-loops iterations are started
with δxk

1 = 0.

a) An integration of TLM to compute the cost function J(δx) and the incre-
ments Hδxk

m.
b) An integration of ADJ to compute ∇J(δx).
c) Minimization using a conjugate gradient approach.
d) Update the analysis increment δxk

m.

2. An integration of NLM with updated initial conditions x(t0) = xb(t0)+δxk
m(t0)

Here, steps a–d are the inner-loops that are repeated several times, ideally until the
solution has converged. When all inner-loops have been completed and step 2 has
been executed, the inner-loops are repeated if the number of outer-loops is set to be
more than one. In contrast to the more common approach of updating both innovations
and the linearization model during outer loops, ROMS-4DVAR follows the approach
of Bennett (2005), keeping the values obtained for the innovations (d) during the first
outer-loop for all later outer-loops (Moore et al., 2011c). The last iteration of step 2
yields the final analysis xb +δxK

M.
In IS4DVAR the value of the cost function decreases monotonically with the number

of inner-loops. Solutions that minimize the cost function are sought after in the space
spanned by the control vector, and thus always correspond to a physical solution. This
means that even if the number of iterations is insufficient to ensure convergence of the
solution, the result will be meaningful and closer to the true state than the first guess.
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4DPSAS

The increments to the analysis, for simplicity named δxa, can according to Eqs. /2.1)-
(2.3) be expressed as

δxa = xa−xb = BHT (HBHT +R)−1d. (3.1)

It can be further simplified by defining wa = (HBHT +R)−1d, whose dimension is
the number of observations, and Eq. (3.1) is referred to as the dual formulation for
4D-Var, while 4D-Var in the form of the previously discussed IS4DVAR is called the
primal formulation. For the case of an ocean DA system, the number of observations
is typically much smaller than the number of entries in the state vector, thus searching
for a solution in observation space rather than in model space may be advantageous. A
new cost function can be defined as:

I(w) =
1
2

wT (HBHT +R)w−wT d. (3.2)

This is the cost function of 4DPSAS. Contrary to the primal formulation of 4D-Var, the
dimension of the control vector in 4DPSAS remains the same when weak constraint is
applied as the number of observations does not change. This formulation is thus much
better suited when model errors are taken into account. The solution in 4DPSAS is
found using the following iterative process:

1. An integration of NLM with initial conditions x(t0) = xb(t0), during which d is
calculated. Set wk

1 = d.

a) Integrate ADJ to compute HT wk
m.

b) Multiply by the covariance matrix to get BHT wk
m.

c) Integrate TLM to compute HBHT wk
m.

d) Apply a conjugate gradient algorithm to get the cost function I(w), which
gives an estimate of wk

m+1.

2. Integrate ADJ to compute HT wk
m+1.

3. Multiply by the background covariance matrix to get BHT wk
m+1.

4. An integration of NLM with updated initial conditions x(t0) = xb(t0)+δxk(t0).

Similar to IS4DVAR, steps a–d are the steps performed in the inner-loops, while steps
1–4 are performed in the outer-loops. The final analysis is given by the last iteration of
step 4.
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Chapter 4

Summary and future perspective

In this PhD thesis we have investigated how the use of a 4D-Var ocean assimilation
system impacts the circulation in high-resolution coastal models.

• Paper I: Investigates whether HF radar observations of currents include Stokes
drift and what depth they represent. This is important to determine the suitability
of this observing system for use in DA.

• Paper II: Evaluates the ability of the 4D-Var ocean assimilation system to real-
istically reproduce energetic slope currents by assimilating HF radar currents and
CTD hydrography.

• Paper III: Examines how assimilation of hydrography affect the upper ocean
circulation estimates, and the potential consequences for particle transport.

• Paper IV: Combining the experience from paper I-III, a reanalysis of the
Kattegat-Skagerrak is produced and used to investigate the mechanisms causing
variability in the onset of the Norwegian Coastal Current.

4.1 Summary of papers

Paper I: Comparison of HF radar measurements with Eulerian and Lagrangian sur-
face currents
Röhrs, J., A. K. Sperrevik, K. H. Christensen, G. Broström, and Ø. Breivik

The aim of this study was to determine whether HF radar observations of currents in-
clude the Stokes drift, which is a mean drift velocity in the waves, and to identify
which depth the observed currents correspond to. In order to use HF radar currents for
data assimilation it is essential to know what the observations actually represent. To
achieve this goal an observational campaign measuring surface currents by three dif-
ferent means was conducted: a HF radar antenna, an ADCP sampling vertical profiles
of the Eulerian current, and two types of surface drifters sampling the Lagrangian cur-
rent field. In addition, wave data were provided by a pressure sensor on the ADCP
rig. According to the results of Röhrs et al. (2012) this observational system allows
us to distinguish between Eulerian and Lagrangian currents. Our results showed good
agreement between HF radar and Eulerian ADCP currents, and the best agreement with
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currents from surface drifters was obtained when the Stokes drift, derived from wave
data, were subtracted from the drifter velocities. Furthermore, our results showed that
the HF radar currents represent a vertical average of currents, weighted by an expo-
nential function with an e-folding scale in the range between 0.8 and 1.4 m, meaning
that 80% of the signal comes from the upper meter. This is in accordance with the
theoretical calculations by Stewart and Joy (1974).

Paper II: Constraining energetic slope currents through assimilation of high-frequency
radar observations
Sperrevik, A. K., K. H. Christensen, and J. Röhrs

In this paper the impact of assimilation of HF radar total currents in a high-resolution
model is investigated in order to determine the potential effect of such observations on
the subsequent circulation estimates. The ability of the assimilation system to repro-
duce an energetic, non-linear slope current is first investigated by assimilating synthetic
current observations in an idealistic model configuration mimicking the complex topog-
raphy of the Lofoten/Vesterålen shelf, using different configurations of the assimilation
system. Secondly, a series of assimilation experiments using a realistic model setup
were performed:

• Assimilating only HF radar currents.
• Assimilating only CTD hydrography.
• Assimilating both HF radar currents and CTD hydrography.

For comparison, a model simulation without assimilation was also produced. Based on
each updated initial state, forecast simulations of 5 days were conducted, and the results
of these were compared with complementary observations from the SLMDB surface
drifters and the ADCP mooring. The results showed positive impact of assimilation
of HF radars on the forecast skill of upper ocean transport, with further improvement
obtained when CTD hydrography was included. The CTD observations alone did,
however, not provide sufficient information to constrain the circulation. This underlines
the value of assimilating complementary observation sources.

Paper III: Impact of data assimilation on Eulerian versus Lagrangian estimates of
upper ocean transport
Sperrevik, A. K., J. Röhrs, and K. H. Christensen

A common application of regional hindcasts is transport studies of biological quantities
such as fish eggs and larvae. The coastal dynamics are, however, often not properly
resolved in such hindcasts. This may result in erroneous description of the transport.
As demonstrated by Myksvoll et al. (2014), vertical stratification impacts transport of
cod eggs of different densities, highlighting the importance of realistic stratification in
the model archives used for these purposes.

In this study a reanalysis for the first six months of 1984 was produced by assimilat-
ing SST and in-situ hydrography observations using the same model application as in
paper II. This period was chosen as the Institute of Marine Research (IMR) conducted
extensive field campaigns during the spring of 1984 to assess the stock of Northeast
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Arctic cod, which have their main spawning grounds inside Vestfjorden, providing a
unique data set of in-situ profiles. The changes in upper ocean circulation caused by
improved representation of the water mass distribution, both in the vertical and the
horizontal, are investigated by evaluating the impact on the Eulerian and Lagrangian
surface currents. The results show similar distribution of the Eulerian current speeds
compared with a traditional hindcast generated with the same model configuration,
while the Lagrangian current speeds have overall higher kinetic energy in the reanaly-
sis. One possible explanation for these differences is that the increased effective model
resolution caused by stronger stratification allows for more small-scale circulation fea-
tures to be generated.

Paper IV: On the variability in the onset of the Norwegian Coastal Current
Christensen, K. H., A. K. Sperrevik, and G. Broström

The most prominent feature of the coastal circulation along the coast of Norway is the
Norwegian Coastal Current (NCC). It originates in the Skagerrak as a continuation of
the outflow from the Baltic Sea, and flows northwards along the coast. Thus, it has
profound impact on the environmental conditions all along the Norwegian coast, and a
good description of this current is therefore of uttermost importance for coastal models
in Norway.

In this study we generate a reanalysis of the circulation in Kattegat-Skagerrak with
a horizontal resolution of 1 km, covering the period October 2014 - November 2015.
The observational data set used consist of in-situ observations from multiple sources,
high-resolution SST, and surface currents provided by two HF radar antennas on the
Swedish coast. The reanalysis is used to investigate the variations in the onset of the
NCC with emphasis on the response to large-scale wind forcing, and to evaluate how
well the circulation correspond with conceptual models described in the literature. Our
results reveal that the local wind forcing explains 75% of the variability of the transport
in NCC.

The impact of different observation types on the transport in the NCC is evaluated
using adjoint techniques as described in Moore et al. (2011b); Neveu et al. (2016). The
results show similar impact of SST and HF radar currents observations, even though
the HF observations are too far away from the section to directly observe the trans-
port. Normalizing the impacts by the number of observations in each category reveals,
however, that in-situ data by far have the largest impact per individual observation.

4.2 Perspectives

Adjusting the model state by the means of data assimilation can significantly improve
model skill, both directly as well as implicitly. The result of paper III is an example of
the latter: the first baroclinic Rossby radius is increased as a consequence of improved
stratification achieved through assimilating in-situ profiles of temperature and salinity.
As this scale is linked to the scale of boundary currents, fronts and eddies, an increase
of the first baroclinic Rossby radius implies an increase in the scale of such circulation
features as well. Thus, the model’s ability to generate such features is affected.
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The oceanic observational network is insufficient to properly constrain the circula-
tion, especially for the case of high-resolution coastal models. This advocates for the
use of advanced DA techniques such as the 4D-Var methods applied in the papers in
this thesis (Talagrand, 1997), as the integrations of the linearized models backward and
forward in time allows an observation to influence the ocean state both upstream and
downstream of its actual location, and the (linearized) model physics ensure a multi-
variate response to each available observation.

The positive effect of complementing observations of the near-surface flow field
with CTD profiles, as discussed in paper II, and the observation impact calculations per-
formed in paper IV, which show contributions from all assimilated observation types on
increments to the transport of the NCC, are in agreement with Oke et al. (2015a), who
conclude that there are currently no redundant observation sources in ocean DA. These
results provide motivation for a continued effort to include data from both existing and
emerging observational platforms in future studies and operational forecast models. An
important information source we have not taken advantage of in this thesis is sea sur-
face height from satellite altimeters, which could provide valuable information on the
large scale circulation patterns and complement HF radar currents. However, satel-
lite altimetry products suffer from high uncertainties in the near-coastal zone (Cipollini
et al., 2010), and particular care is required when including such data in high-resolution
coastal models. One promising prospect in this regard is the planned SWOT mission
(see https://swot.jpl.nasa.gov/mission/), which aims to provide high-resolution mea-
surements of the sea surface height. Furthermore, the transition from assimilating HF
radar total currents to direct assimilation of the radial current velocities is compelling
for several reasons. Firstly, processing of the radials to total vectors introduce addi-
tional uncertainties to the observations. Secondly, the use of radials will expand the
area where current observations are available. Direct assimilation of radials is also less
vulnerable to failures in the infrastructure, as one antenna alone provide information
that can be used by the assimilation system.

The encouraging results of the studies included in this thesis aside, there are still
many aspects of the ocean DA system that can be improved and several challenges
to be overcome, some general and some specific to the case of an operational DA
forecast application. The performance of the DA system is sensitive to the specification
of observational errors and the background error covariance matrix, both which are
assumed to be known a priori. In our studies we have used an estimate of B based on
climatology calculated from multi-year simulations of the nonlinear model, a common
approach in variational DA. This approach does not take the so-called errors of the day
into account, and several studies have shown improvement of the analysis when static
background errors covariances are combined with flow-dependent error covariances
obtained from ensemble simulations to form B (e.g. Bannister, 2017; Buehner, 2005;
Gustafsson and Bojarova, 2014). The observational errors are also assumed known and
explicitly specified to the system, and improvements to this component can certaintly
be made. Desroziers et al. (2005); Neveu et al. (2016) provide a method that can be
used to improve the specification of R.

The 4D-Var DA scheme used in this thesis are computationally costly, it is approx-
imately 20-30 times as expensive to run as a stand-alone forecast model. This poses
a challenge, especially for operational DA, and compromises to the design of the sys-
tem in terms of assimilation window length and the number of iterations used to obtain
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the minimum value of the cost function might be necessary. A common approach in
many NWP centers is to perform the inner-loops at lower resolution than the non-linear
model. The implementation of this approach in ROMS-4DVAR, holds the potential to
reduce the computational cost significantly. Another challenge to operational DA is the
delay with which many in-situ observations are made available. Considering the sparse
number of such observations available for coastal circulation models, one might con-
sider taking advantage of the long memory of the ocean and use seasonal reanalyses
to re-initialize the operational DA system. Such seasonal reanalyses can also provide
useful data sets for e.g. biological applications, which are often focused on evaluating
a season in retrospect to investigate the conditions for e.g. recruitments to fish stocks
and primary production.
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Abstract High-frequency (HF) radar-derived ocean cur-

rents are compared with in situ measurements to conclude if

the radar observations include effects of surface waves that

are of second order in the wave amplitude. Eulerian cur-

rent measurements from a high-resolution acoustic Doppler

current profiler and Lagrangian measurements from surface

drifters are used as references. Directional wave spectra are

obtained from a combination of pressure sensor data and

a wave model. Our analysis shows that the wave-induced

Stokes drift is not included in the HF radar-derived currents,

that is, HF radars measure the Eulerian current. A disputed

nonlinear correction to the phase velocity of surface gravity

waves, which may affect HF radar signals, has a magnitude

of about half the Stokes drift at the surface. In our case, this

contribution by nonlinear dispersion would be smaller than

the accuracy of the HF radar currents, hence no conclusion

can be made. Finally, the analysis confirms that the HF radar

data represent an exponentially weighted vertical average

where the decay scale is proportional to the wavelength of

the transmitted signal.
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1 Introduction

High-frequency (HF) radars can measure ocean currents

by using the radio wave backscatter signal from surface

gravity waves (Stewart and Joy 1974). The obtained area-

wide current fields have proven useful for assimilation

into ocean circulation models (e.g., Zhang et al. 2010,

Sperrevik et al. 2015) and as nowcasts in time critical

applications like search-and-rescue operations and for oil

spill mitigation (Paduan and Washburn 2013; Breivik et al.

2013).

Radio waves emitted by the HF radar are reflected

through Bragg backscattering from waves at the ocean sur-

face. The return signal experience a Doppler shift by the

apparent phase velocity vobs
p of the scattering waves (Bragg

waves), which differs from the intrinsic phase velocity cp

in the presence of an underlying ocean current v. The radial

component of v observed by the radar is

v(HF)
= cobs

p − cp. (1)

The intrinsic phase velocity cp is known from the dispersion

relation of surface gravity waves and the frequency of the

transmitted signal (Stewart and Joy 1974). Applications of

HF radars typically employ the dispersion relation for linear

waves, but some studies suggest that nonlinear contributions

are relevant for HF radar currents (Barrick and Weber 1977;

Ardhuin et al. 2009).

Due to their complex and remote measurement principle,

HF radar-derived currents require a more elaborate interpre-

tation than traditional in situ observations (Chapman and

Graber 1997). Firstly, the radar receives its information from

a horizontal footprint area and a vertical integration rather

than measuring at a distinct location. Secondly, the esti-

mated current has been suggested to include the entire, or

parts of, the wave-induced Stokes drift (Stokes 1847), but
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the literature is inconsistent and sometimes unspecific on

what part of the Stokes drift is included. While HF radar

currents are usually interpreted as Eulerian currents (i.e., not

including the Stokes drift), some studies (e.g., Graber et al.

1997; Law 2001) assume that they include the full Stokes

drift. Ardhuin et al. (2009) argue that HF radar currents

include only parts of the Stokes drift and compare their mea-

surements with a “filtered Stokes drift” derived by Broche

et al. (1983). Ohlmann et al. (2007) compared HF radar cur-

rents with drifter observations and underline this problem

by remarking that the role of the Stokes drift “may not be

reconciled consistently among platforms.”

The view that HF radar currents should be Eulerian is

motivated by the fact that the radar retrieves its signal

from fixed regions in space, hence not following particle

motions. The opposing view, that HF radar currents include

the Stokes drift, implies that the waves are advected by

their own mean drift velocity, which is incompatible with

linear theory. Stokes drift contributions to HF radar cur-

rents are in fact motivated by a nonlinear correction to the

phase velocity (Barrick and Weber 1977) with numeric val-

ues similar to the Stokes drift (Broche et al. 1983). Here,

we address this problem by comparing HF radar currents

to Lagrangian drifter velocities, Eulerian currents from an

acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP), and wave data

that supply the Stokes drift. Since we have ADCP current

profiles with high vertical resolution near the surface, our

data also allow us to assess what part of the ocean column

is observed by the radar.

The main question addressed here is if HF radar mea-

surements represent Eulerian or Lagrangian ocean currents.

In the latter case, whether or not the HF radar currents con-

tain a signal from surface waves proportional to the Stokes

drift. The theoretical background with regard to the second

order wave quantities is briefly presented in Section 2. Our

methods and the field data are documented in Section 3. A

synthesis between the ADCP, surface drifter, and wave data

is presented in Section 4. Section 5 contains a discussion

and interpretation of HF radar currents in terms of vertical

origin and an assessment of Stokes drift contributions. Our

conclusions are summarized in Section 6.

2 Theoretical background

The difference between the Eulerian velocity at fixed posi-

tion and the Lagrangian (particle following) velocity is, per

definition, the Stokes drift. In the presence of surface grav-

ity waves, the Stokes drift arises because particles are for

longer time exposed to the forward wave motion while its

phase propagates forward (Stokes 1847). The resulting sur-

face net drift in wave propagation direction is at the order

of 10 cm s−1 for a wind sea with significant wave heights

of 2 m (Röhrs et al. 2012). In deep water, the Stokes drift of

surface gravity waves decays exponentially with depth; the

decay scale depends on the wave number and is typically of

the order 1 m.

2.1 Nonlinear wave effects

Barrick and Weber (1977) derived a second-order correction

to the dispersion relation of surface waves using a pertur-

bation technique. This correction is described as resulting

from two separate mechanisms: (i) the “self effect,” which

yields a slightly higher phase velocity of monochromatic

waves, and (ii) a “mutual effect” resulting from nonlinear

wave-wave interactions. In the latter case, their theory pre-

dicts how one wave component influences the phase speed

of other components, even in the case when the propagation

directions are orthogonal to each other. These second-order

effects have later been interpreted in terms of the surface

Stokes drift. More specifically, a “filtered Stokes drift” can

be obtained by integrating the wave spectrum multiplied by

a weighting function that depends on the Bragg wavelength

and the direction between the observation point and the HF

radar (e.g., Ardhuin et al. 2009).

Creamer et al. (1989) revisited the problem of higher

order corrections, and, using Hamiltonian theory, arrived at

a result that differs from that of Barrick and Weber. They

argue that products of linear and higher order terms largely

cancel the second-order corrections obtained by Barrick and

Weber. Janssen (2009) later confirmed this result in a more

general treatment of the nonlinear problem. Janssen also

points out a fundamental problem with the second-order

correction terms of Barrick and Weber, namely that impor-

tant integrated wave parameters such as mean square slope

do not converge for high wave numbers.

2.2 Effective depth of HF radar measurements

Stewart and Joy (1974) argue that the vertical origin of the

ocean current v causing the phase shift in Eq. 1 is related

to the wavelength of the scattering Bragg waves. According

to their analysis, HF radars observe a vertical average of the

ocean current with exponentially decaying weight in radial

radar direction as

v(HF)
= 2kbeθ ·

∫ 0

−∞

v(z)e2kbzdz, (2)

where z is the depth below surface, kb is the wave number

of the Bragg waves, and eθ the unit vector from the radar

towards the observation, with θ being the observation direc-

tion of the radar throughout this paper. For typical HF radar

transmitter frequencies, the integral in Eq. 2 gives most

weight to ocean currents in the upper meter of the ocean.
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3 Methods and data

To interpret HF radar currents, we use Lagrangian surface

drifters, a Eulerian current meter, and surface wave data.

The data was collected during a field experiment in the

spring of 2013 on the shelf sea off Vesterålen, Norway

(Fig. 1). The main motivation for the HF radar deployment

was the assimilation of HF radar currents and hydrog-

raphy profiles into an ocean model. The research vessel

“Johan Hjort,” at sea on the annual cod stock assessment

cruise of the Institute of Marine Research, was used for

deploying surface drifters. Moored current meters were

deployed 3 weeks in advance before the vessel arrived in the

area.

3.1 Surface drifting buoys

Two types of surface drifters were released from R/V

Johan Hjort in the period 16–17 March 2013. Seven

iSphere drifters and seven self-locating datum marker buoys

(SLDMBs), both manufactured by MetOcean, Canada, were

deployed pairwise at the locations shown in Fig. 1. By

March 25, all drifters had left the area covered by the radars.

The iSpheres are half-submerged spheres with a diameter

of 35 cm without a drogue. A previous experiment (Röhrs

et al. 2012) showed that they are driven by the sum of the

Eulerian current and the Stokes drift at the surface, with only

little wind drag. The effect of the wind drag on this drifter

type is up to 50 % of the Stokes drift in magnitude, depend-

ing on the local wind and wave conditions. The SLDMBs

drifters have a drogue extending from 30 to 120 cm depth

(also referred to as CODE-type drifters). They follow the

ocean current at approximately 1-m depth with negligible

wind drag (Davis 1985).

Drifter positions were reported every 30 min by the Irid-

ium satellite system. The drifter velocity v(d) between two

positions xi and xi+1 is calculated as

v(d)
=

1

2
(xi+2 + xi+1 − xi − xi−1), (3)

which is a weighted average of 30 min average velocity

and 90 min average velocity with double weight to the cen-

ter 30-min period, therefore approximating a noise reduced

1 h average velocity.

3.2 ADCP data

A Nortek Aquadopp ADCP was deployed at the location

shown in Fig. 1 (green diamond), collecting data from

March 15 to March 31, 2013. The depth of the ADCP below

sea level was 8-10 m depending on the tide. The total water

depth at this site is 86 m. The relatively high signal fre-

quency of 1 MHz allowed sampling the current in vertical

bins of 25 cm.

The instrument was configured in the same way as

in a previous experiment (Röhrs et al. 2012), with data

being sampled as 2.5 min averages. A Godin-type filter

over 60 min in time was applied to achieve similar time

filtering as performed by the HF radar. All bins were

depth-referenced to the sea surface using the maximum

backscatter signal from the surface.

Fig. 1 The experiment site in

Vesterålen, Norway. The

positions of the three HF radars

at Nyksund, Hovden, and Litløy

(from north to south) are marked

with red stars. The location of

the ADCP and pressure sensor

mooring is marked with a green

diamond. Trajectories of

pairwise deployed iSphere (in

red) and SLDMB drifters (in

blue) are drawn as solid lines.

Typical HF radar coverage (total

vectors) is indicated by the gray

arrows
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Previous comparisons with surface drifters (Röhrs et al.

2012), as well as comparisons with the surface drifters in

this study show that the Aquadopp ADCP, in the configu-

ration used here, provides reliable surface currents at 0.5-m

depth: The ADCP current was verified against instantaneous

velocities from surface drifters that passed the ADCP moor-

ing within 8 km distance. ADCP currents between 1 and

7-m depth were also verified against a a 600 kHz Aandera

ADCP located at 48-m-depth sampling in 1-m bins, which

was deployed on the same mooring line. From 0.5 m up to

the surface, we assume that the Eulerian (ADCP) currents

are constant.

3.3 HF radar currents

Three SeaSonde HF radars manufactured by Codar Ocean

Sensors, USA were deployed during March–May 2013 at

the locations shown in Fig. 1. The radars used in this exper-

iment are autonomous, rapidly deployable units that were

deployed by helicopter. These allow operation in remote

areas with no infrastructure (i.e., roads) and mountainous

terrain, and are supposed to be deployable in time-critical

situations.

The sensors transmitted radio waves of frequency

13.52 MHz and hence measured the Bragg backscatter from

surface waves with 11.1 m wavelength and a wave number

of kb = 0.566 m−1 to retrieve radial current estimates (here-

after called radials). Linear surface waves at this wavelength

travel at a phase speed of 4.16 ms−1. Radials were com-

puted using the “MUSIC” algorithm (Schmidt 1986), which

provides current estimates in 5◦ directional bins and 2 km

range bins from 3 km to approximately 90 km distance as

hourly averages.

As for this experiment, a rapidly deployable HF radar

system was used; the radar direction finding algorithm was

not calibrated as is common for permanent installations. The

origin of each HF radar measurement may therefore exhibit

a bearing offset, which was estimated by finding the HF

radar directional bin with maximum correlation to radial

ADCP currents, as also done by Emery et al. (2004) and Liu

et al. (2014). The analysis revealed that the radar at Nyk-

sund has a bearing offset of 5◦ at the direction towards the

ADCP location, while the radar at Hovden has a 30◦ bearing

offset. For the Litløy radar, the ADCP was too far away to

assess the bearing direction offset. For this reason, the anal-

ysis in this paper focuses on the radials from the Nyksund

radar station (northernmost) and disregards the other two

radars.

3.4 Wave data

A pressure sensor was used to obtain one-dimensional

wave spectra at the experiment site. To obtain the Stokes

drift, two-dimensional spectra are needed, and we use a

combination of pressure sensor data with results

from a numerical model. To evaluate the perfor-

mance of the model to predict Stokes drift, we use

a waverider buoy that is located near the experiment

site.

3.4.1 Waves from pressure sensor

Surface wave data at the experiment site were obtained

using a TWR-2050 pressure sensor manufactured by RBR,

Canada. The instrument was attached to the ADCP moor-

ing. One-dimensional surface wave variance spectra E(f ),

where f is frequency, are computed from the pressure time

series using the standard transfer function. Hourly signifi-

cant wave heights Hs from the wave spectra are computed

according to

H (obs)
s = 4

√∫
∞

0

E(f )df . (4)

3.4.2 Waves from waverider buoy

A Datawell DWR-MkIII directional waverider buoy moored

at 67.56◦ N, 14.17◦ E about 160 km south of the experiment

site where the total water depth is 220 m. The waverider pro-

vided half hourly directional wave spectra E(f, θw), where

θw is wave direction, in the frequency range of 0.025–

0.58 Hz. The Stokes drift at the surface is then computed

according to

vS = 2

∫ 2π

0

∫
∞

0

E(f, θw)ωkdf dθw. (5)

Here, ω = 2πf is the wave frequency and k is the wave

number vector.

3.4.3 Waves from numerical weather prediction model

Two-dimensional wave spectra at the experiment site were

obtained from the limited area wave model of the Euro-

pean Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts (here-

after called LAWAM). This model has about 10 km hor-

izontal resolution and provides hourly directional vari-

ance spectra E(f, θw). This wave model has recently

been proven useful for predicting Stokes drift profiles

(Breivik Ø et al. 2014), which is its main purpose in

this study. We compute significant wave height Hs from

LAWAM as

H (mod)
s = 4

√∫
∞

0

∫ 2π

0

E(f, θw)df dθw. (6)
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The difference between the observed and modeled wave

height are used to calculate a correction factor for the model

wave energy spectra. A corrected spectra

E′(f, θw) =

(
H

(obs)
s

H
(mod)
s

)2

E(f, θw) (7)

is used in the analysis, which essentially means that

observed wave heights, but modeled propagation direc-

tions, are used. The radial component of the Stokes

drift in radar observation direction θ is calculated

as

vS(z) = eθ · 2

∫ 2π

0

∫
∞

0

E′ωke2|k|zdf dθw, (8)

To account for unresolved high-frequency contributions, all

spectra (including observed spectra) are appended with a

f −5 spectral tail (Komen et al. 1994).

We also compute an approximation to the nonlinear cor-

rection in the phase velocity of Bragg waves, as seen from

a HF radar measuring at 0.38 Hz in direction θb (Ardhuin

et al. 2009):

�cp = eθ · 2

∫ 2π

0

∫ 0.38Hz

0

E′ωkdf dθw

+2kb

∫ 2π

0

∫
∞

0.38Hz

E′ω cos(θw − θ)df dθw. (9)

3.5 Data synthesis

Radials from the HF radar at Nyksund are linearly inter-

polated to the ADCP position and to the positions of the

surface drifters. For comparison with the ADCP, we cor-

rected the bearing direction of the HF radar by 5◦, which

was found to be the offset of HF radar directions at the

ADCP location. The drifter data are averaged over 1 h. A

threshold of 2 km separation and a maximum distance of

40 km to the radar station is chosen to find pairs of drifter

speed and HF radar currents. In the analysis, we only con-

sider the radial current speed v, that is, the component of

the ADCP and drifter velocities along a line from the HF

radar towards the observation point. To indicate the contri-

bution of the radial speed to total speed v, we calculate the

ratio

rrad =

v

|v|

(10)

for both ADCP currents and drifter velocities, and the ratio

rS,rad =

vS

|vS |

(11)

for the Stokes drift radial component compared to total

Stokes drift speed |vs | given by LAWAM.

The depth-dependent ADCP current v′(A)(z) was ver-

tically integrated from 0 to 7 m depth with an expo-

nentially decaying weight described by a wavenumber

ka :

v(A)(ka) = 2ka

∫ 0

−z

v′(A)(z)e2kazdz. (12)

This vertical filter imitates the current measured by the

HF radar for kb = ka , i.e., Eq. 2. To test the hypothesis that

HF radar currents include the Stokes drift, we compute the

Lagrangian current from the ADCP as

v
(A)

L = v(A)
+ vS . (13)

To test the hypothesis that the HF radar currents include a

contribution from a nonlinear correction to the phase veloc-

ity of Bragg waves Eq. 9, we also compute an Eulerian

current with nonlinear correction from ADCP currents:

v
(A)

nl = v(A)
+ �cp. (14)

Radial components of drifter velocities are denoted as

v(d). To obtain Eulerian current estimates from the drifters,

we subtract the Stokes drift at the surface for the iSphere

drifters and the Stokes drift at 1-m depth for the SLDMB

drifters:

v
(d)

E = v(d)
− vS . (15)

Finally, for the drifter data, we compute an Eulerian current

with the nonlinear correction term estimated from drifter

speeds:

v
(d)

E,nl = v(d)
− vS(z) + �cp. (16)

When comparing HF radar radials with ADCP and drifter

speeds, we calculate correlation coefficients r , the slope of

linear regression lines S, and the root-mean-square differ-

ences (RMS) from the bias-reduced HF radar radials. We

also give an estimate on the variation for these three statis-

tics within the presented data: each respective dataset has

been re-sampled into 1000 new bootstrapped datasets of the

same number of samples (Emery and Thomson 1997, ch.

3.19). Standard deviations were then obtained from the

statistics (r , S, and RMS) of the re-sampled data.

4 Results

4.1 Wave data

Significant wave heights from the pressure sensor and from

the wave model LAWAM at the ADCP station are shown

in Fig. 2a. Observed and modeled wave heights agree well

in general, but some discrepancies exist during March 11 to

13 and March 16. To account for these discrepancies, wave

spectra used in the analysis are corrected according to Eq. 7

using the observed wave heights from the pressure sensor.

Stokes drift speed and direction from the LAWAM model

are shown in Fig. 2b, c along with Stokes drift from the
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Fig. 2 Comparison of wave model results with observations. a Sig-

nificant wave height from the pressure sensor and from the LAWAM

model at the position of the ADCP/pressure sensor rig for the period

when ADCP measurements were available. The yellow shaded area

indicates the period when the drifters are in the range of the HF

radar. b Stokes drift speed at the surface from the waverider and

the LAWAM model at 67.56◦ N, 14.17◦ E, which is about 160 km

south of the ADCP/pressure sensor rig. c Stokes drift direction from

the waverider and the LAWAM model for the same position as

in panel b

waverider. Note that these are not at the same position as the

the wave heights in Fig. 2a, but in the same region. To asses

the quality of the LAWAM model in our region and time

period of interest, correlation coefficients and RMS errors

are given for significant wave height and Stokes drift speed

in Fig. 2a, b. A vector correlation of Stokes drift components

between LAWAM and the waverider is

rv = 1 −

< (vi − vj )
2 >

< v2
i > + < v2

j >
= 0.903 (17)

where vi, vj are vectors of LAWAM and waverider Stokes

drift at the surface, respectively.

Figure 3a shows the Stokes drift at the surface and at one

meter depth based on wave spectra from LAWAM, corrected

using Eq. 7, at the position of the ADCP/pressure sensor

rig. The Stokes drift at 1 m depth is less than half that of

the surface Stokes drift. The figure also shows the nonlinear

correction to the phase velocity �cp and the Stokes drift at

the surface in the waves with frequencies below 0.38 Hz.

These are comparable in magnitude to the Stokes drift at

1 m depth. Figure 3c displays the ratio (11) of radial to the

total Stokes drift magnitude. Only this fraction can have a

possible contribution to the HF radar measurements.

4.2 HF radar compared to ADCP

Comparisons of HF radar radials v(HF) with raw and ver-

tically integrated ADCP speeds are shown in Fig. 4, as
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function of depth for the raw ADCP current v′A(z) and

as function of exponential decay scale z =
1

2ka
for the

integrated v(A)(ka). For the raw ADCP currents, HF radar

currents correlate highest at z = 1.0 m depth while the

lowest RMS error is at z = 1.3 m.

The vertically integrated ADCP current from Eq. 12

agrees best with HF radar currents for decay scales in

the range of 0.63 m−1 > ka > 0.36 m−1. This mean

that the HF radar signal represents a vertical average of

currents weighted by an exponential function with an e-

folding scale in the range between 0.8 and 1.4 m. Hence,

about 80 % of the HF radar signal comes from the upper

meter.

Figure 5 shows scatter plots of HF radar currents ver-

sus vertically integrated ADCP currents using ka = kb in

Eq. 12. The pure Eulerian ADCP current v(A) is shown in

panel a, while panel b shows a Lagrangian estimate from

ADCP currents v
(A)

L that include the Stokes drift calcu-

lated by Eq. 8. Panel c shows the comparison for a Eulerian

ADCP current v
(A)

nl that includes the nonlinear correction to

the phase velocity of Bragg waves. The Eulerian currents

(panels a and c) provide a better fit than the Lagrangian

current (panel b). In terms of linear regression slope S and

spread (RMS), the pure Eulerian current v(A) shows clearly

the best agreement with the HF radar. v(A) also yields the

highest correlation coefficient with the HF radar, but this

difference does not exceed the uncertainty margins. The

scatter plots indicate the fraction of the radial ADCP cur-

rent relative to the absolute ADCP current in color shading,

and it appears that outliers are not related to this ratio,

implying that the quality of the radial HF radar current

does not depend on the orientation of the total current

vector.

4.3 HF radar compared to drifters

A comparison between HF radar radials and drifter speeds

is given in Fig. 6. Panel a shows a scatter plot for the

Lagrangian current v(d), panel b the Eulerian current esti-

mate v
(d)

E , and panel c shows an Eulerian estimate with

nonlinear correction term v
(d)

E,nl . In contrast to the compari-

son with the ADCP, the in situ measurements now provides

Lagrangian velocities and the subtraction of the Stokes

drift gives an Eulerian estimate. The Eulerian current v
(d)

E

compares better with the HF radar than the Lagrangian

current v(d), judging from the difference in linear regres-

sion slope S and spread (RMS) relative to their uncertainty

margins.

The Eulerian current estimate with nonlinear correc-

tion v
(d)

E,nl performs better than v
(d)

E in terms of correlation

coefficient r and worse in terms of linear regression slope S

and spread (RMS). These differences between the Eulerian

current with and without nonlinear correction, however, lie

within the uncertainty margins for the drifter vs. HF radar

comparison.

The outliers in Fig. 6, noticeable by drifter velocities

above 0.7 ms−1, are associated with large distances of 30–

40 km between the respective drifter and the HF radar.

These outliers cause large RMS values, but are not removed

from the analysis because not all samples within this dis-

tance range are outliers, indicating that the HF radar was

often capable of accurately measuring currents up to 40 km

away from the radar.

5 Discussion

5.1 Discrepancies between HF radar currents and in situ

observations

While the in situ measurements provide currents at cer-

tain points or along trajectories, the HF radar provides

spatial and temporal averages. Because the instruments

measure different currents, we might expect discrepancies

that exceed the error margins and noise of the respective

instruments. Expected differences between ADCP and HF

radar measurements on the West Florida shelf were recently

estimated by Liu et al. (2014), finding that 80–100 % of the

observed differences could be explained by the horizontal

and vertical separation between the measurements.

While it is possible to eliminate the sampling difference

due to temporal averaging (it is straightforward to perform

time filtering of ADCP or drifter data), the spatial aver-

aging cannot be synchronized. The HF radar processing

algorithm estimates the source of each retrieved backscat-

ter signal and averages all data originating from cells of the

same radial range and sector bins. Furthermore, the radar

provides the standard deviation for the averaged velocity

estimate of each cell. For the radar station at Nyksund,

the mean of the spatial standard deviations of all cells is

σs = 0.095 ms−1. This is the spatial variability that is typ-

ically lost by averaging over the data in each cell. For

each cell, a resulting spatial standard error can be estimated

(Everitt B 2003) as

es =

σs
√

N
, (18)

where N is the number of samples for each respective cell.

On average, the HF radar at Nyksund provided N = 3.2

spatially varying samples, ranging from 1 to 26. A temporal

standard error et can be estimated in a similar way. Values of

spatial and temporal standard errors, averaged over all cells,

are given in Table 1.

In addition to the differences in averaging, HF radar

and in situ currents differ by the extent to which the

Stokes drift may be included, and by the depth that is
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Fig. 3 a Stokes drift at the surface (blue) and at one meter depth

(green) calculated from LAWAM wave spectra at the position of

the ADCP station. Also shown is the Stokes drift at the surface

for wave frequencies below 0.38Hz (cyan) and the nonlinear cor-

rection to the phase velocity of Bragg waves �cp (red). b The

Eulerian current measured by the ADCP. All quantities are radial

components, pointing from the Nyksund HF radar station towards

the ADCP station. c Fraction of the Stokes drift component in

radial HF radar direction compared to total Stokes drift speed at the

surface

sampled by the different instruments. Despite the differ-

ences in spatial averaging and instrument noise, we expect

that comparisons between the HF radar and the ADCP or

drifters yield a higher degree of agreement if the differ-

ences in sampling depth and Stokes drift contribution are

correctly accounted for, which is the main question in this

analysis.

5.2 Vertical origin of HF radar currents

The ADCP data (Fig. 4) with 25 cm vertical resolution and

coverage up to 0.5 m below the surface shows that more than

80 % of the HF radar signal originates from the upper meter.

The wave number of the Bragg waves (kb = 0.566 m−1)

is within the range of the decay scale estimated from

comparison between ADCP and HF radar. Best agreement

between HF radar and ADCP was obtained when the ADCP

current was vertically integrated according to Eq. 12 with

ka = kb. The theoretical arguments of Stewart and Joy

(1974) are thereby confirmed, that is, the radar backscatter

signal is exposed to a Doppler shift by the Eulerian current

with the same vertical origin as the Stokes drift profile of

the Bragg wave.

Teague et al. (2001) compared HF radar currents with

ADCP data that was resolved up to 2 m below the sur-

face, employing radars signals with different frequencies.

They suggested that the HF radar samples the current at

the depth z = (2kb)
−1, but did not compare the HF radar

currents with vertically integrated ADCP currents. Their

ADCP data resolved a depth with minimal RMS error at
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Fig. 4 Correlation and RMS

deviation between HF radar and

ADCP current as function of

depth of ADCP current. The

dashed line shows statistics for

ADCP currents at fixed depth.

The solid line shows statistics

for vertically integrated ADCP

current, with integration

according to Eq. 2 with

ka = (2d)−1. The gray solid

line indicates the depth

(2kb)
−1 = 0.88 m according to

the wave number of the used

Bragg waves

4 m depth for a low frequency radar operating at 4.8 MHz.

For a radar frequency of 13.52 MHz, we observe a mini-

mal RMS error at 1.25 m when using ADCP data at fixed

depth.

More precisely, the HF radar does not measure the cur-

rent at z = (2kb)
−1 but observes vertically integrated

currents, which also gives best agreement between ADCP

and the HF radar data presented here. For practical use,

however, the vertical origin of HF radar currents is often

referred to as an effective depth. Our data supports the prac-

tice to use a depth of z = 0.8–1.4 m for radars transmitting

at 13.52 MHz.

5.3 Contribution of Stokes drift to HF radar currents

By comparing HF radar currents with in situ measurements

of Eulerian and Lagrangian currents, we find that (i) the

speeds observed by the ADCP agree better with the HF

radar if the Stokes drift is not added to the Eulerian ADCP

current, and (ii) the current speeds inferred from drifter tra-

jectories agree better with the HF radar currents if the Stokes

drift is subtracted from the (Lagrangian) drifter velocity.

Both comparisons lead to the same conclusion that the

HF radar measures the Eulerian and not the Lagrangian cur-

rent. We know from previous experiments that the iSphere

Fig. 5 Scatter plot comparing

HF radar currents with ADCP

currents. a shows the Eulerian

ADCP current v(A), b shows the

Lagrangian current estimate

v
(A)

L obtained from ADCP and

the Stokes drift, and c shows the

Eulerian current v
(A)

nl with the

nonlinear correction term. The

colors of each dot indicate the

fraction rrad of radial speed to

ADCP total speed (10), with

dark red for rrad = 1 and bright

yellow for rrad = 0
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Fig. 6 Scatter plot comparing HF radar currents with drifter speed.

Circles with black edge color represent iSphere drifters and dia-

monds with blue edge color represent SLDMB speed. a Shows

the Lagrangian drifter speed vd , b shows the Eulerian current v
(d)

E

obtained by subtracting the Stokes drift at the respective drifter

depth from the drifter speed, and c shows the Eulerian cur-

rent with nonlinear correction term v
(d)

E,nl . The colors of each

dot indicate the fraction rrad of radial speed to total drifter

speed (10), with dark red for rrad = 1 and bright yellow for

rrad = 0

Table 1 Magnitudes of the components that form the signal observed by a HF radar transmitting at 13.52 MHz

Phase velocity cp of linear surface waves 4.16 ms−1

Radial HF radar current v(HF) 0.16 ± 1.5 ms−1

Onlinear correction �cp 0.03 ± 0.06 ms−1

Spatial error es 0.052 ms−1

Temporal error et 0.049 ms−1

The values for HF radar current and nonlinear correction averages are derived from the data presented in this study and generally depend on the

local current and wave climatology

drifters sample the Lagrangian current, which includes the

surface Stokes drift (Röhrs et al. 2012). If the HF radar

current is Eulerian, the difference v(HF)
− v(d) for the

iSphere drifters will be correlated with the Stokes drift. In

Fig. 7a, we show the results of such a test: the correlation

(r = −0.721) is significant within the 99 % level. Figure 7b

shows the difference v(HF)
− v(d) for the SLDMB drifters,

which appears to be independent of Stokes drift. A reason-

able explanation is that the SLDMB drifters are following

the currents at 1 m depth where the Stokes drift is rather

small compared to the surface (compare Fig. 3). Figure 7

also shows (color coded) the ratio rS,rad of the radial Stokes

drift component compared to total Stokes drift, as defined in

Eq. 11. For the iSphere drifter, there is a clear association of

high rS,rad with large deviation between drifter speed and

HF radar speed, confirming that the Stokes drift can explain

the difference.

A similar comparison for the ADCP current (v(HF)
−

v(A)) is not correlated with the Stokes drift (r = 0.021),

confirming that both the HF radar and the ADCP measure

the Eulerian current. To reason why the HF radar currents

do not include the Stokes drift, we recall its measurement

Fig. 7 Comparison between the

Stokes drift and the residual

current given by the difference

between HF current and drifter

current for (a) the iSphere

drifters at the surface and (b) the

SLDMB drifters at 1 m depth.

The radial Stokes drift

component for the respective

drifter position is color coded

with dark red for rS,rad = 1 and

white for rS,rad = 0
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principle: The radar observes the phase speed of surface

gravity waves, which is modified by the Doppler shift due

to an Eulerian current. The Stokes drift is not a part of the

Eulerian current that causes the Doppler shift, and neither

should it significantly modify the intrinsic phase velocity of

the Bragg waves.

A contribution from nonlinear dispersion (9) appears

to be about half of the Stokes drift in magnitude (see

Fig. 3). It contains the Stokes drift of waves longer than

the Bragg waves (Fig. 3, cyan line) and an additional con-

tribution from shorter waves. A comparison of HF radar

currents with Eulerian current estimates with and with-

out the nonlinear correction term (9) from ADCP and

surface drifters (Figs. 5 and 6) shows that pure Eulerian

estimates yield better agreement. However, the difference

is small because the nonlinear correction term itself is

small.

Recalling typical magnitudes of the quantities that form

the signal measured by the HF radar (Table 1), we conclude

that the contribution from the nonlinear phase velocity cor-

rection term is smaller than the observation uncertainties of

the HF radar currents. This correction term was presented

through a series of papers (Broche et al. 1983; Ardhuin

et al. 2009) that are based on the analysis of Barrick and

Weber (1977), which Creamer et al. (1989) and Janssen

(2009) have argued is incorrect, as outlined in Section 2.1.

The uncertainty margins of the comparison statistics do not

allow for a conclusion on the contribution of this second-

order quantity.

6 Conclusions

The presented data allow us to conclude that the HF

radar essentially measures the Eulerian current and not the

Lagrangian current that includes the Stokes drift. The pos-

sible contribution from a nonlinear correction to the phase

velocity of the Bragg waves is not significant compared

to the uncertainties in the current estimates. The SLDMB

drifters in the design of Davis (1985), which follow the

current at 1 m depth, are found to be the most suitable in

situ platforms for validating HF radar currents because they

represent a similar vertical average of ocean currents, and

the advection by the Stokes drift for this kind of drifters is

small for the wind and wave conditions typical of the area

considered in this study.
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Abstract. Assimilationof high-frequency (HF) radarcurrent
observationsand CTD hydrography is performedwith the
4D-Varanalysisschemeimplementedin theRegionalOcean
Modeling System(ROMS). We considerboth an idealized
case,with a baroclinicslopecurrentin a periodic channel,
and a realistic casefor the coastof Vesterålenin northern
Norway. In the realisticcase,the resultsof the dataassim-
ilation are comparedwith independentdata from acoustic
profilersandsurfacedrifters.Best resultsareobtainedwhen
backgrounderrorcorrelationscalesaresmall(10km or less)
andwhenthedataassimilationwindow is short,i.e. about1
day. Furthermore, wefind thattheimpactof assimilatingHF
radarcurrentsis generallylargerthantheimpactof CTD hy-
drography. However, combiningthe HF radarcurrentswith
a few hydrographicprofilesgivessignificantlybetterresults,
which demonstratesthe importanceof complementingsur-
faceobservationswith observationsof thevertical structure
of theocean.

1 Intr oduction

Skillful ocean forecastsareof key importancefor many op-
erationsat sea,especiallyfor emergency responseservices
suchassearch-and-rescueandoil spill mitigation.In partic-
ular, near-surfacecurrentsarean importantinput to opera-
tional drift forecastmodels.However, the predictability of
oceancurrents remainsa challengedueto their turbulentna-
tureandhighspatialvariability, for example,associatedwith
eddies.

Observations of the oceansurface temperature(Wentz
et al., 2000; Rayner etal., 2003) and elevation (Fu et al.,
1994) from satellites have becomeplentiful during the last

decades.New satelliteobservationsincludesurfacesalinity
and currents,but the uncertaintyof theseproductsstill re-
mainstoo high for usein modelswith high horizontalres-
olution, i.e. on the order of 1km. Throughefforts suchas
theInternationalArgoProgram(Roemmichetal.,2009),ob-
servationsof thesubsurfaceoceanareincreasingin number,
but still remaintoo few to resolve theverticaland horizontal
densitystructureof, e.g.oceanicfronts.

Advanceddataassimilation(DA) techniquesdevelopedin
the fieldof numericalweatherpredictionarenow usedto a
greatextentwithin oceanmodelling. TheDA schemesrange
from multivariateimplementationsof optimal interpolation,
suchasEnsembleOptimal Interpolation(Oke et al., 2010)
in theBLUElink forecastsystem(Brassingtonet al., 2007),
to ensemble Kalman filters (EnKF)(Evensen,2003) in the
TOPAZ 4 system(Sakov et al., 2012)andvariational meth-
ods(Dimet andTalagrand,1986;Courtieret al., 1994)used
in UK Met Office’s FOAM (Blockley et al., 2014).Kalnay
et al. (2007) and Gustafsson(2007) provide an interesting
discussionon the advantagesof both EnKFand thetime-
dependentvariationalmethod,4D-Var. The latter approach
is appliedin this study. In 4D-Var, theaim is to minimizea
cost function, which takesboth misfits betweenmodeland
backgroundstateandbetweenmodeland observationsinto
account.Oneof the main benefitsof 4D-Var lies in the fact
thatobservationsare evaluatedat thecorrecttime.

Commonfor theseforecastsystemsis thatfew, if any, cur-
rentobservationsareassimilated,mainly owing to a lack of
observations. HF(high-frequency)radars,which can sam-
ple surfacecurrentsup to 200km offshore,provide an ex-
cellentoption for mappingsurfacecurrentsin coastalareas
(e.g.PaduanandWashburn,2013;Barricketal.,1977;Chap-
manet al., 1997;Gurgelet al., 1999).Real-time surfacecur-
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rentsfrom HF radarscanbeusedfor monitoringandemer-
gency applications,but alsofor dataassimilationto improve
theoceanforecasts.Previousstudies(seeBreivik andSaetra,
2001; Oke et al., 2002; Paduanand Shulman,2004; Barth
et al., 2008;Zhanget al., 2010,for someexamples)demon-
stratethepotentialof HF radarcurrentobservationsin ocean
dataassimilationsystems.Theaim of this study is toinves-
tigate whetherassimilation of currentobservations from a
rapidly deployable HF radarsystem(Kjelaasand Whelan,
2011)in a high-resolutionoceanmodelis a feasibleway to
improve the regional oceanforecastduring,e.g.an oil spill
event.

Assimilationof HF radarcurrents requires anoceanfore-
castsystemwhich is readyto usesuchobservationsassoon
as they becomeavailable. The Regional OceanModeling
System(ROMS; http://www.myroms.org), for which a so-
phisticated4D-Var assimilationsystem,describedin detail
in Moore et al. (2011a,b, c), has been developed,is im-
plementedfor a region in northernNorway. The circulation
patternin this areais dominatedby two northward flowing
currents,the North Atlantic Currentwhich flows along the
shelfslope,and theNorwegianCoastalCurrent.Typicalcur-
rent speedsare on the order of 0.2–0.5ms−1. The proper-
tiesof thewatermasses associatedwith thesecurrentsarein
strongcontrastto oneanother, asthecoastalcurrentstrongly
dependson freshwater from the Baltic Seaand theNorwe-
gian fjords.Duringwinter thecoastalwateris alsonoticeably
colderthanthesaltierandwarmerwatermassesof Atlantic
origin further offshore.The region justwestof Vesterålen,
wherethecontinentalshelfnarrows considerably, is charac-
terizedby high eddy kinetic energy levels (Isachsenet al.,
2012),whichmakesthisachallengingareafor ocean predic-
tions.Additionally, thereis a strongtidal signal in the area
(Moeetal.,2002),with tidal ranges of2–3m. Initial testsus-
inganidealizedmodelweremadebeforethetestswith areal-
istic model configuration.Thesetestsweremotivatedby the
wish to investigatemorein detail thepossibleimpactof HF
radarobservations inconstrainingunstable,highly energetic
andnarrow currentsonsteepslopes,suchaswefind offshore
of Vesterålen.Theseidealizedexperimentswere carriedout
prior to the fieldexperiment and provideduseful information
abouttheexpectedimpactof assimilatingrealobservations,
aswell asstartingpointsfor tuningthedataassimilationsys-
temwith regardto valuesof e.g.assimilationwindow length
and horizontalerrorcorrelationlengthscales.

We use the incremental,strong-constraint(perfectmodel
assumption)IS4DVAR driver of ROMS, in which the cost
function is minimized iteratively by applying a conjugate
gradientalgorithm,so-calledinner loops.Outerloopsallow
for relinearization ofthe full modeltrajectorywherethe in-
termediateestimatesof the cost functionare taken into ac-
count, and is a way to accountfor nonlinearitiesnot rep-
resentedin the tangentlinear and adjoint models.ROMS
IS4DVAR is well documentedin a seriesof studies,such
asPowell et al. (2008),Broquetet al. (2009),Zhanget al.

(2010) and Zavala-Garayet al. (2012). As a consequence
of the perfectmodelassumption, the analyses producedby
IS4DVAR correspondsto a trajectoryof the forecastmodel.
Thus,this approachis not capableof correcting discrepan-
ciescausedby flaws in thenumericalmodelitself. We show
that theskill of thepredictionsproducedby theoceanfore-
castsystemindeedincreasesafterjustoneassimilationcycle
whenHF radartotal currentsareincluded. Includingin situ
temperatureandsalinity profilesto the assimilated observa-
tional datasetaddsan additionalconstrainton the circula-
tion.

We start by describing the observational data sets in
Sect.2. In Sect.3 we presentan idealizedassimilationex-
periment,beforearealisticexperimentis presented andcom-
paredwith independentobservationsin Sect.4. A summary
and someconcludingremarksaregivenin Sect.5.

2 Field campaign andobservation network

An array of three SeaSondeHF radars,manufacturedby
CODAR Ocean Sensors,was deployed along the coast
of Vesterålenin northern Norway in the first week of
March 2013. All threestationsweredemobilizedin the be-
ginningof June2013.The operatingfrequency of theradars
was 13.525MHz, thus, measuringthe Bragg backscatter
from waves with wavelengthof about11m. Paduanet al.
(2006)provide an excellentanalysisof sourcesof errorsin
the raw radial currents.When the radialsare combinedto
form gridded fieldsof total current vectors,an additional
error, geometricaldilution of precision (GDOP)(Chapman
et al., 1997),is introduced.Eachobservationdatafile trans-
mittedby theHF radarsystemcontainedestimatesof the ob-
servationerrors,which are acombinationof signalto noise
rations,velocity varianceswithin rangecells, andGDOPfor
two or more systems.Typically, theseerrorswereless than
20% of the observedvalueswithin adistanceof about40km
of the radars,graduallyincreasingto almost100% nearthe
limits of their range.Theaveragerelativeerroris foundto be
similar to whatwould beexpectedif theerrorsweremainly
dueto GDOP. As thecurrentsobservedby HF radarsinclude
tidal currents,the observationsareusuallysubjectedto acor-
rectionof the tidal signalbeforeassimilationto accountfor
discrepanciesin observedandmodelledtides,asdescribedin
Zhanget al. (2010).However, asour timeseriesis tooshort
to provide a goodestimateof the observed tidal signal,no
corrections ofthis kind have beenmade.This would, how-
ever, alsobethecaseduringa realisticevent,and our results
arethusa demonstrationof thepotentialimpactof a rapidly
deployableHF radarsystem.

The mainmotivation for deploying the radarsin this part
of Norwaywastheco-locationwith the annual codstockas-
sessmentcruiseof the Institute of Marine Research(IMR)
(seeFig. 1), during whichhydrographicand acousticdata
areroutinelycollected.During the 10-daylong 2013cruise,
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Figure 1. Theship trackof R/V Johan Hjort during thecodstock
assessmentcruise in March 2013. The cruise startedin Tromsø
(north-east inmap) and endedin Bodø (bottom middle in map).
ThereddotsindicatestationswhereCTD profileswheretaken.The
positionsof the three HF radarsand the ADCPrig are shown as
greendiamonds.

a total of 96 CTD profileswerecollected(CTD stationsare
shown in Fig. 1). Cross-shelfsections allow for samplingof
water massesof different characteristics.The near-surface
observationsvary from 2◦C anda salinity of 33 inside the
archipelagoto 6◦C anda salinity of 35 at the furthestpoint
offshore.

Seven surfacedrifters from MetOcean, Canada,werede-
ployed from the researchvessel (R/V)Johan Hjort as it
passed theareacoveredby theHF radars(seeFig. 2). These
wereiSLDMB (iridium Self Locating DatumMarker Buoy)
drifters,whichhaveadroguecentredat65cmbelow the sur-
face.The precisionof the GPSpositionsareapproximately
10m, implying an error circle with a radiusof 10m. The
analysisin Sect.4.3 focuseson 3 hlong trajectorysegments
during whichthe buoys travelled anaverageof ∼ 2700m.
The errorsare thus typically less than1% of the observed
distance.

Prior to the codstock assessmentcruisewe deployed a
mooring with threeseparateacousticDoppler currentpro-
filers (ADCPs).The total waterdepthat the site was86m,
its location is shown in Fig. 2. Two AnderaaADCPs of
600kHz were mountedat a depthof about40m, one up-
ward looking and onedownward looking, in additionto an
upward looking 1MHz Nortek AquadoppProfiler atabout
10m depth.The observedoceancurrentsat 1m depthfrom
the NortekAquadoppADCP hada variability (standardde-
viation) of 17cms−1. The accuracy is 2cms−1 for 30min
averagedsamples.This accuracy is obtainedasthemeaner-
ror of the 30min averages,given by the standarddeviation
of bootstrappedsamplesin eachaveragingperiod.The field
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Figure2. Positionsof the HFradarstations,drifter trajectories,and
ADCP rig. Startingfrom the souththe HF radarstationswere at
Litløy, HovdenandNyksund.Thegrey arrows aretotal vectorcur-
rentsfrom the HFradarsystem,indicativeof thecoveragewhenall
threestationswereoperational.ThebluelinesindicatetheiSLDMB
trajectories.Thepositionof the ADCPrig is markedby a greendi-
amond.

campaignis describedin moredetail in Röhrset al. (2015)
and Christensenetal. (2013).

3 Idealizedexperiments

Prior to applyingthe assimilation systemto a realisticcase
we investigatevariousoptionsassociatedwith the IS4DVAR
schemeusing an idealized setup. More specifically, the
IS4DVAR schemeis testedfor an idealizedcaseof strongly
nonlinear, unstablebaroclinicflow alonga steepslope.The
impact of varying the horizontalerror correlation scales,
which areisotropic,thenumberof innerandouterloops,as
well asthe lengthof theassimilationwindow is assessedto
provide an indicationon how to configurethe assimilation
systemfor therealisticcaselateron.Thetestsaresetupsuch
that the model systemis essentiallywithout any systematic
error and theevaluationof the testcasesis primarily based
onthestandarddeviationof theanalysiserror. The mainmo-
tivation of theseexperimentsis to test the applicability of
IS4DVAR for suchenergetic andnonlinearflow aswefind in
ourstudyarea.Focusis thereforeon theability of IS4DVAR
to reproducethe observedflow features;hence,we have not
addedany errorsto thesyntheticobservations.We usea lin-
earequationof state, anddensitychangesareaccommodated
by imposingsurfaceandbottomheatfluxes;hence,in con-
trast to the realisticexperimentsdescribedlater on, salinity
playsno rolehere.

There are seven prognostic variables in ROMS
(u,v,T ,S,ζ, ū, v̄) representing horizontal velocity in
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easterlydirection,horizontalvelocity in northerlydirection,
potential temperature,salinity, vertically averagedvelocity
in easterlydirection,verticallyaveragedvelocity in northerly
direction,andseasurfaceheight,respectively.

3.1 Model grid

Themodel domainis configuredasa channelwith periodic
north–southboundaryconditionsandsolid walls along the
easternandwesternboundaries.The grid is Cartesianwith
a horizontal resolutionof 2.4km. We use thef planeap-
proximationwith a constantCoriolis parameterequivalent
to 65◦ N. The domainsizeis 100× 120 interior grid points
(easterly/northerlydirections), andweuse35verticallevels.

The maintopographicfeaturesare (i) a shelf along the
easternboundary, with averagedepthof 200m, and width
of approximately70km, (ii) a sharpshelf breakwith a hy-
perbolic tangentprofile (maximum slopeis approximately
0.1), and(iii) a deepoceanfloor with averagedepth of ap-
proximately1800m towardsthewesternboundary. In order
to trigger instabilities,the depth is perturbedwith random
valuesbetween±50m.

3.2 Initialization and forcing of the model

The initial conditionsareuniform with T = 10◦C, S = 35,
ζ = 0m andzerovelocities.Constantheatfluxesover ape-
riod of 150 daysareapplied.The aim is to produceunsta-
blebarocliniccurrentsthatwill beguidedby topography. To
accommodatethis, we applya netbottomheatflux into the
oceanontheshelfandanetsurfaceheatflux outof theocean
over the deepocean(Isachsen,2011).Thesefluxesare ex-
actly balanced,suchthat the netheatflux into the oceanis
zero.Sincethe deepoceanis wider thanthe shelf, the sur-
facefluxesaresmallerthanthebottom fluxes(approximately
160 and440W m−2, respectively). The momentumand net
freshwaterfluxesarezero.

The waterheatedover the shelf bottomis rapidly mixed
upwardsthroughtheentirewatercolumn resultingin asharp
temperaturefront nearthe shelf break.Due to geostrophic
adjustment,a northwardflowing, topographicallycontrolled
slopecurrentdevelops.Thiscurrentis baroclinicallyunstable
andheatexchangewith thedeepwaterregion isfacilitatedby
macroturbulence(oceaneddies),seeFig. 3.

The domainis periodicso that the watermassesflowing
out of the domainat the northernboundaryreappearat the
southernboundary. As shown in Fig. 3, themeannorthward
surfacevelocity hasa maximumof about1ms−1 over the
slope, whichmeansthat a drifting objectcanpotentiallybe
advectedthroughthedomainin about3days.Theflow is also
characterizedby baroclinicandbarotropicwavesand eddies
with propagationspeedsthataregenerallydifferentfrom the
meanflow speeds.To investigatehow upstreamconditions
influencethe dynamicsin this region, we performedan ad-
joint sensitivity study (e.g.Mooreet al., 2009;Zhanget al.,
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Figure3. Themeannorthwardsurfacevelocityduringa3-daysim-
ulation.Theregion enclosedby theblackline is usedfor assessing
theperformanceof the dataassimilation system.

2009),focusingon the advectionof watermasses,hence,in-
vestigatingthesensitivity of thesurfacevelocity varianceto
temperaturein ashortsectionover theslopein themiddleof
thedomain.Basedon our resultswe concludethatanupper
limit of 3 daysfor theassimilationexperimentsis adequate.

3.3 Configuration of the data assimilationsystem

In our experiments,data assimilation is only considered
for interior grid points and no adjustmentof the sur-
face/bottomfluxes or boundaryconditionsare made.The
4D-Varschemesimplementedin ROMS alsohasoptionsfor
multivariatebackgrounderror correlations, which is based
ontheassumptionof geostrophicbalancesand thebaroclinic
contribution toseasurfaceheightasdescribedin Mooreetal.
(2011c). In our case,the Rossbyradius is small and the
flow is highly unstableandenergetic,implying considerable
ageostrophicforcing.In addition,the maincurrentis closeto
thecoastandrunsalongverysteepbathymetry;hence,wedo
not make useof any suchoptionshere.Correlationbetween
statevariablesare,however, implicitly accountedfor by the
modelphysics.Theestimatesof backgrounderrorsaretaken
from day 120 to 150of the spin-upperiod,using the stan-
dard deviation of eachvariablein eachgrid point. The ver-
tical errorcorrelationlengthsfor all variablesis setto 30m.
Horizontal length scalesare isotropic and thesamefor all
variablesin theentiremodel domain(Mooreetal., 2011c).

3.4 Syntheticobservations

Syntheticobservationsaretakenfrom aseparatemodelsimu-
lationthathasbeenforcedwith time-varyingmomentumand
heatfluxes.An exampleof the differencebetweenthesimu-
lationusedfor syntheticobservationsand thesimulationthat
formsthebasisfor theassimilationexperimentsis shown in
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Figure 4. The difference betweenthe restart fields usedfor the
assimilationexperimentsandfor obtainingsyntheticobservations,
here showing seasurfaceheight.

Fig. 4. The differencebetweenthe simulationsis primarily
relatedto small-scalefeaturesassociatedwith thebaroclini-
cally unstablecurrentover theslope.An estimateof realistic
observation errorsis assignedto the syntheticobservations
for usein theassimilationsystem,but no randomor system-
aticerrorsareaddedto the observationvaluesthemselves.

The observation locationsare shown in Fig. 5. Hydro-
graphicobservations,e.g.suchasthosetakenfrom aresearch
vesselwith a CTD, are simulatedby taking a single verti-
calprofileof temperatureeveryhour, zigzaggingsouthwards
with four sectionsacrosstheslope.A totalof 64 temperature
profilesareprocessedandeachindividual observation is as-
signeda constanterror of 0.05K. Two simulatedHF radars
areusedto provide hourly total currentvectorsin 61 loca-
tions. TheseHF radarstationsarepositioneda distanceof
ya = 118km andyb = 166km from the southernboundary.
The idealizedobservationsaretaken at positionswherethe
beamsfrom thetwo simulatedHF radarsintersect.

WeassumethattheHF radars retrieveradialcurrentsfrom
an effective depth,De= 2m, with an azimuthalresolution
of 1θ = 11.25◦. Furthermore, weassumethatthemaximum
rangeof theradarsis R = 80km, andthattherelative obser-
vationerrorσR associatedwith theradialcurrentsis a linear
function of radial distancer. The azimuthalresolutionde-
terminesthenumberof beamdirectionsand,combinedwith
themaximumrangeR, alsothenumberof intersectingbeams
from whichwecanestimatetotal currentvectors.

To obtain the syntheticHF radarobservation errors we
havefirst usedstandardvector algebrato determinetheposi-
tionswerethebeamsintersectandthencalculatedtheerrors
in theeasterlyand northerly directions(σ (E)

GDOP,σ
(N)

GDOP) due
to geometricdilution of precision(GDOP)(Chapmanet al.,
1997).Thetotal errorsarethenassumedgivenby

(σ
(E)
tot ,σ

(N)
tot ) =

(

σ
(E)
GDOPσRu,σ

(N)
GDOPσRv

)

, (1)
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Figure5.Theblackdotsshow wheretemperature profilesare taken.
Onefull vertical profile is taken every hour and four sectionsare
made,starting from the north. The red dots are theintersection
pointsof the two simulatedHF radars(which aremarkedasgreen
triangles).Hourly observationsof totalcurrentvectorsareproduced
for theassimilation.Thewaterdepthis indicated ingrey andranges
from 200m on the shelf (light grey) and1800m in the deeppart
(darkgrey).

where (u,v) are the observed speedsin the easterlyand
northerly directions,respectively. The errors in a real HF
radarsystemaremorecomplex thanthosegivenby Eq.(1),
but a comparison with error statisticsfrom a CODAR Sea-
Sonde systemdeployednearFedjein westernNorway indi-
catethatthevaluesobtainedfrom Eq.(1) arereasonable(not
shown here).

Finally, in orderto coverthe regionwith themostenergetic
currentsneartheslope,theentiresimulatedHF radarsystem
is translatedapproximately40km westwardsfrom theeast-
ernboundary, seeFig. 5.

3.5 Resultsof the idealizedexperiments

Weonly considerthevelocities(u,v) and thetemperatureT
in theevaluationof the idealizedexperiments.Furthermore,
weonly consideralimited regionof interestsimilarto theHF
radarcoveragearea(seeFig. 3) andalsorestricttheevalua-
tion to the two uppermostvertical levels of the model.We
evaluatea 3-day period using sequentialdataassimilation
whentheassimilationwindow is shorterthan72h.

Theprocedureis asfollows:eachmodelsimulationresults
in ananalysis, i.e.asolutionof IS4DVAR, whichiscompared
with the “truth” as representedby the simulationthat pro-
videsthe syntheticobservations.Averagebiasandstandard
deviation for eachof the variables(u,v,T ) are calculated
basedon all grid points and all output times in the region
of interest.Due to the idealizeddesignof the experiments,
the (u,v,T ) variableshave little biascomparedto what we
would expectfrom a realisticmodel.Thestandarddeviation
is used whendecidingwhichoptionsyield thebest results.
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Table 1. Standarddeviation (SD) of analysiserror in idealizedex-
periments:comparisonbetweendifferenterrorcorrelationscales.

SD(u) in ms−1 SD(v) in ms−1 SD(T) in K

None 0.183 0.223 0.511
5km 0.168 0.209 0.437
10km 0.174 0.216 0.447
20km 0.180 0.223 0.452

Table 2. Standarddeviation of analysiserror in idealizedexperi-
ments:comparisonbetweendifferentobservation datasets.

SD(u) in ms−1 SD(v) in ms−1 SD(T) in K

No assimilation 0.183 0.223 0.511
HF only 0.150 0.188 0.442
CTD only 0.183 0.223 0.471
BothHF andCTD 0.168 0.209 0.437

A total of 15 differentmodelsimulationswith IS4DVAR
have been made. In the simulationswe have considered
(i) thehorizontal backgrounderrorcorrelationscales,(ii) re-
linearizationof tangentlinearandadjointmodelsusingouter
loops, (iii) lengthof assimilationwindow, and (iv) the rel-
ative impact of HF radarobservationscomparedto hydro-
graphicobservations.

The resultsshow thatusinga smallhorizontalerrorcorre-
lation scaleof 5km givesbestresults(seeTable1); a likely
explanationis that observation valuesare erroneouslydis-
tributedacrosssharpgradientswhenlargercorrelationscales
areused.Furthermore,usingouter loops isbeneficial,with
no significant improvementwhen using more than two re-
linearizations. Thelength of the assimilationwindow also
playsa role: slight improvementis obtainedwhenreducing
the window length from 72 to 24h, but thereis essentially
no differencewhenthewindow lengthis further reducedto
6h. The impactof assimilatingHF radar currentsis gener-
ally largerthanthe impactof assimilatinghydrography, but
in both caseswe obtain improvementfor the temperature.
Assimilatingonly hydrography profilesdoesnot improvethe
currents,while assimilatingHF radarcurrentshasa positive
impact on both the velocities and thetemperature(seeTa-
ble2).

4 Realisticexperiments

Therealisticexperimentswere carriedout with a modelap-
plication covering the region of the Lofoten andVesterålen
archipelagowith 2.4km horizontal resolution(seeFig. 6).
Thebathymetryof thedomainresemblesthatof theidealized
application,with ashelfin theeasternpartof thedomainand
asteepshelfbreak.

Figure 6. Themodeldomain.Thefull domainof “NorKyst800” is
shown with theblackborderwhile ourcoarsersubdomainisshown
with theredborder.

4.1 Model grid and forcing data

Themodel domainof therealisticmodelsimulationsis asub-
setof the operationalhigh-resolutionoceanmodelat MET
Norway (Albretsenet al., 2011)centredaround theLofoten
andVesterålenarchipelago.The modelhas35 vertical lay-
ers with increasedresolutionnear the surface.This model
setuphasalso beenusedfor transportestimatesof north-
easternArctic codeggsandlarvae,andamorethoroughval-
idation using in situand drifter datais presentedin Röhrs
et al. (2014).As oceandataassimilationrequiresextensive
supercomputingresources,the horizontalresolutionhasbeen
decreasedfrom 800m to 2.4km comparedto theoperational
setup.

Thelateralboundaryconditionsareretrievedfrom the op-
erationalsetupat 800m resolution,using3-hourly fieldsof
seasurfaceelevation,temperature,salinity, andcurrents.To
remove fine-scalefeaturesfrom the high-resolution fields,
that are unresolved in the coarsergrid, the fields are aver-
agedover3×3 grid pointsbeforethey areinterpolatedto the
coarsergrid.
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The simulationsuse open boundaryconditions for sea
surfaceelevation and barotropiccurrents(Chapman,1985;
Flather,1976).For tracersandbaroclinicvelocities,bound-
ary conditionsasdescribedin Marchesielloet al. (2001) are
used.The adjoint and tangentlinear modelsdo not have
the sameoptionsfor boundaryconditions,however, so that
clampedboundaryconditions withaspongelayerareapplied
for these.

As atmosphericforcing weusehourlyfieldsof air temper-
atureandhumidity 2m above ground,10m winds,sealevel
pressure,cloudcover, and precipitationfrom MET Norway’s
operationalweatherforecastat 4km resolution(Kristiansen
etal., 2009).

A spin-upmodelsimulation was initialized at 15 Febru-
ary 2013from thesmoothedhigh-resolution fields,from the
operationalsetup,and runthrough15 April 2013.The ini-
tial conditionsfor theassimilationsimulationswereobtained
from thespin-up simulation.

4.2 Configuration of the data assimilationsystem

The configurationof the assimilation systemin the realistic
experimentis basedon the resultsfrom the idealizedcase
(seeSect.3.3).Overall, theparametersvalueswe find to be
optimal in theidealizedcasearealsooptimal in therealistic
case,with the exception of the horizontalerror correlation
lengthscale,which is increased.Basedon the outcomeof a
seriesof tests,we proceedwith horizontalbackgrounderror
correlationscalesof 10km, 10 innerand2 outerloops.

To further assessthe impact of the assimilationwindow
lengthon theperformanceof theassimilationsystem,a twin
experimentwasconductedwith the realisticmodelsetup.A
model simulationcovering the wintermonthsof 2011was
usedasthe true oceanstate. Observationsof u andv, in an
areasimilarto thatof HFradarcoverageduringthe fieldcam-
paign,werecollectedfrom the truestateat every hour for a
durationof 72h. Randomerrors,with meanvalue ofzero,
wereaddedto the observations.A periodin 2013with similar
weatherconditionswasidentified,andusedasinitial condi-
tionsfor theassimilationexperiments.Theassimilationsys-
tem wasrun for this 72 h periodseveral times,successively
decreasingthewindow lengthfrom 72to 3h.Comparingsur-
facecurrentsin the resultinganalyseswith the “true” state,
we find theassimilationwindow lengthto have little impact
on analysisquality. Basedon the resultsfrom the idealistic
experiments,aswell asresultsfrom therealisticmodelwith
realobservations,a window lengthof 24 hhasbeenusedin
thefollowing experiments.

In ourtests,wealsoexperimentedwith correlatedobserva-
tion errorsin u andv (which is inevitabledueto theway to-
tal vectorsarecalculated).The differencebetweenrunswith
correlatedvs. uncorrelatederrorsaddedto thesyntheticob-
servationswasmarginal.

We evaluatetheperformanceof thedataassimilationsys-
temusingindependentobservationsfrom the fieldcampaign

(Sect.2); thatis, observationsthathavenotbeenusedduring
thedataassimilation and,therefore,serve as anindependent
measureof skill.

4.3 Comparisonwith surfacedrifters

Ocean forecastsare used for input to trajectory models,
which predictthedrift of, e.g.oil spills or objectsin thesea.
Thus,theability of theforecastto reproducethetrajectories
of thesurfacedriftersis agoodmeasureof forecastskill.

To evaluatethe error of the assimilatedHF radarobser-
vationswe compareradialHF radarcurrentswith thecorre-
spondingcomponentof drifter speeds,shown in Fig. 7. Only
radialsfrom the two northernmostHF radars,Hovden and
Nyksund,areincludeddueto few drifter positions withinthe
rangeof theLitløy radar. We find theoverall agreementbe-
tweenthe two datasourcesto be good,with a correlation
coefficientof 0.72.

As the drifters arerapidly advectednorthwardsafter de-
ployment and thus leaving the range of the HF radars,
the resultsdiscussedin this sectionare limited to a sin-
gle dataassimilationcycle. The experimentsarestartedon
18 March2013at 00:00 UTC.IS4DVAR is run for 24h, as-
similatingobservationscollectedduringthis period andpro-
ducingmodifiedinitial conditionsfor 18 March00:00 UTC.
Next, a 5-dayfree simulationis run, initiatedfrom this up-
datedoceanstate.In the following discussions,the first day
of thesesimulationsis termed“analysis”,while theremain-
ing 4-dayperiodis termed“forecast”.This isdueto thefact
that the observationstaken within the first 24 h were used
duringassimilation. It shouldbenotedthat theatmospheric
forcing usedin theseexperimentsis of higherquality than
what would have beenavailable in a near real-time setting,
whichaffectsthepredictabilityof theoceanforecast.

This procedurehasbeenrepeated threetimes, with dif-
ferentsetsof observationsto assess theimpactthe different
observation datasetshave on the analysisand subsequent
forecast.During the first simulation,only CTD hydrogra-
phyprofiles(bothtemperatureandsalinity)wereassimilated
(six profilesjust southof theHF coveragearea fall within the
assimilationwindow). The observationerrorstandarddevia-
tions aresetto 0.1◦C for temperatureand0.01 for salinity.
Thesearethe samevaluesasusedby Broquetet al. (2009)
and,asarguedin their paper, a choicethatmayenhancethe
impactof this observationtype, whichis typically limited in
numbers.

In the following, resultsfrom this simulationwill be de-
noted“CTD”. The secondsimulationonly includedHF radar
totalvectors,andis denoted“HF”, while thethird simulation
assimilatedboth CTDprofiles andHF radarcurrents,andis
denoted“ALL”. Additionally, a controlsimulation,in which
no dataassimilationwasperformed,wasconductedfor the
sametimeperiod,in thefollowing denoted“CTRL”.

During the free simulations,initiated from the analyses
producedby IS4DVAR, simulatedsurface drifters are re-
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Figure7. CorrelationbetweenradialHF radarcurrentsandthecor-
responding componentof drifter speeds.

leasedin the positionsoccupiedby the real surfacedrifters
from the field campaign.Simulatedsurfacedrifters are re-
leasedevery3h atthepositionof therealdrifters atthattime.
Thedepthof thesimulateddrifters is setto 65cm below the
seasurface,which correspondsto theaveragedroguedepth
of theiSLDMB drifters.In thesame manner, numericalfloats
werereleasedin the control simulation.We validatethe re-
sultsfrom theanalysisperiod and theforecastperiodof the
simulationsseparately.

The trajectoriesof the iSLDMB surfacedrifters released
duringthe fieldcampaignarecomparedwith theirnumerical
twin from the free simulationsfollowing the samemethods
asusedin Röhrsetal. (2012).First,thevectorcorrelationbe-
tweenpredictedand observed drifter velocitiesis evaluated
usingan analysissimilar to the methoddescribedin Davis
(1985).Thetrajectoriesaresplit into 3 h long segments,and
the drift velocities for thesesegmentsare then calculated.
Definingthevectorcorrelation as

r = 1−

〈(vi − vj )
2
〉

〈v
2
i 〉 + 〈v

2
j 〉

, (2)

thecorrelationcoefficientsr for simultaneouspairsof drifter
velocitiesmaybecalculated.The resultsaregiven asavalue
between1 and−1, wherea valueof 1 meansperfectcorre-
lation in bothspeedanddirection,andavalue of0 meansno
correlation,while a value of−1 meansthat the drifters are
anti-correlated,i.e. having oppositedirection but the same
speeds.

Theresultingvectorcorrelations betweentheassimilation
simulationsand thereal drifters are shown in Fig. 8. The
quality of the CTRL simulationdecreasesrapidly and, as
thesimulationentersinto the forecastperiod, modelledand
observed drifter velocitiesbecomeuncorrelated.The CTD
simulation follows the CTRL closely. In fact, the correla-
tion coefficient for the CTD simulation is mostly below the
CTRL simulation. As stated above, only six CTD profiles,
sampledsouthof theareawherethedriftersweredeployed,

Figure 8. Vector correlationasa function of time, whencompar-
ing velocity vectorsfrom simulateddrifterswith thecorresponding
valuesderivedfrom thetrajectoriesof theiSLDMB surfacedrifters.
Thevertical,dashedline indicatestheshift from theanalysisto the
forecastperiod.A valueof 1 meansperfectcorrelation inbothspeed
anddirectionanda valueof 0 meansno correlation,while a value
of −1 meansthatthevelocitiesareanti-correlated,i.e. samespeeds
but oppositedirections.

were used.We do not have CTD data co-locatedwith any
driftersand,therefore,cannotdraw any conclusionsregard-
ing the impact of the CTD data.Assimilation of HF radar
currents,on theotherhand,significantlyimprovesthesimu-
lateddrifter velocitiesduringboththeanalysisand thefore-
castperiod.Note that addingCTD hydrography to the HF
currentsfurther improves the model predictionsduring the
first forecastday, which is in contrastto the detrimentalef-
fect of only using CTDobservations.A likely explanationis
thattheadditionof hydrographicobservationsactsas anad-
ditional constraintof the vertical densitystructure, demon-
stratingtheimportanceof constrainingall statevariables.

Thesignificanceof theimprovementhasbeentestedcom-
paringALL andCTRL usingaWilcoxonrank–sumtest.The
improvementin currentdirection is statisticallysignificant,
while not sofor thespeeds.Our interpretationis thatthema-
jor benefitof assimilatingHF radarcurrentsin thesesimu-
lationsis thecorrection ofthecurrentdirection,e.g.adjust-
mentsin thepositionsof eddies and thecoastalcurrent.This
testdoesnot imply thatno improvementin speedis obtained
(Fig.8 indicatesthatthe resultsarebetter)but thattheimpact
cannotbestatisticallyverifiedwith thelimited observational
dataavailable.

Theimpactof dataassimilationis alsoevaluatedby com-
paring observedandpredictedtrajectories.For this compari-
sonweuse themethodpresentedin Liu andWeisberg (2011),
in which not only the endpointsof the observed and mod-
elled trajectoriesare comparedbut also the entire history
of the drifter trajectories.The normalizedcumulative La-
grangian separationis definedas
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Figure 9. Drifter pathways for two different drifters as observed
(green),predictedby CTRL (red) and predictedby ALL (black).
Thegrey tracksshowsthepathwaysof theperturbedinitial position
floats.The trajectoriesshown herewerereleasedat thestartof the
analysis.

s =

N
∑

i=1

di/

N
∑

i=1

loi, (3)

wheredi is the separation distancebetweenobserved and
modelledtrajectoryendpointsat time ti after initialization,
loi is the lengthof the observed trajectoryandN is the to-
tal numberof time stepsevaluated.A skill scoreS is then
definedas

S =

{

1− s, if s ≤ 1,

0, if s > 1.
(4)

High skill scoremeansthatobservedandmodelledtrajecto-
riesagreewell throughoutthe periodunderevaluation.

The skill scoreis calculatedboth for the analysisperiod
andfor thefollowing 48 hof theforecastperiod.The results
areshown in Table3. Assimilationdo improve predictions
of drifter trajectories,althoughthe impact is more limited
comparedto thedrifter velocities. The resultsshow that the
skill improveswhenwe considerperiodslongerthana day.
In thesecases, dataassimilationseemsto constrain theocean
circulationin sucha way that thepredictedtrajectoriesdoes
not strayasfar away from the observedpathsasthey do in a
freesimulation.As anexampleof theability of themodelto
predictpathwaysof drifting objectsbeforeandafterassimila-
tion, two examplesof modelledversusobservedtrajectories
areshown in Fig. 9. Note that thedrifter in the left panelis
releasedwithin the areacoveredby the HF radarantennas,
while thedrifter in the right panelis releasedoutsideof the
coverage area.

4.4 Comparisonwith ADCP measurements

We proceedby comparingmodel resultswith currentmea-
surementsfrom theADCP rig deployedin our areaof inter-
est.A brief comparisonof the HF radartotal currentswith

Table 3. Skill scoreduring analysisandforecastwhencomparing
with thesurfacedrifters.

Observationset Analysis Forecast

CTRL 0.42 0.18
HF 0.44 0.30
CTD 0.40 0.16
ALL 0.43 0.33

Figure 10.Thecurrentrosesshow currentspeedanddirectiondis-
tributionsat the ADCP locationduring the observation campaign
for (a) ADCP (at 1m) and(b) HF radar. Only simultaneousobser-
vationshavebeenused.

the ADCP measurements is shown in Fig. 10. Hourly aver-
ages oftheADCP observationsat 1m depthhave been gen-
eratedto bettermatchtheHF observations,andonly observa-
tionsfrom periodswhereobservationsfrom bothsourcesare
availableareincluded.The ADCP measuresgreatercurrent
speedsthantheHF radar, which maybedueto the fact that
theHF radarcurrentsarespatially averagedaswell astem-
porally. It shouldalsobe notedthat the dominatingcurrent
directionis slightly moreeastward in theHF measurements
and that the currentdirectionsmeasuredby the HF radars
exhibit greaterspread.

The resultsshown in this sectionare basedon 10 se-
quentialdataassimilationcycles,whereHF radarcurrentsas
well asCTD profilesof temperatureandsalinity areassimi-
lated. Startingfrom theanalysisof the“ALL” experimentde-
scribedabove, themodelstateat the endof theassimilation
window is usedas the initial condition for a new assimila-
tion cycle,thus,generatingananalysisfor thefollowing day.
This procedureis thenrepeated.Fromeachresultinganaly-
sis a forecastrun is initiated, in the sameway asdescribed
above.Eachforecastthushasa 4-dayoverlapwith thefore-
castfrom thepreviousday.

Wecomparethe resultsfrom theseforecastswith thespeed
and directionmeasuredby the ADCPs. The upperADCP
measuredcurrentsstarting0.5m below thesurfaceanddown
to 8m in verticalbinsof 25cm,while thelowerADCPmea-
surescurrentsfrom 41m to thesurfacein 1m bins.Fromthe
lower ADCPs,only databelow 8m areusedfor validation.
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Figure 11. RMSE andbiasof transportspeed(upperpanels)and
direction(lower panels) in thewatercolumnstretchingfrom 0.5 to
8m below thesurfacerelativeto the ADCP, asafunctionof forecast
day.

To accountfor discrepanciesbetweenthevertical resolution
of themodeland the observations,we have chosento focus
the comparisonon depth-integratedvalues.To evaluatethe
depth-integratedflow, weintegrate from0.5m below thesur-
faceanddownto 8m for theupperADCP, while for thelower
ADCP we integrate from8m anddown to 41m. Transport
magnitudeand direction,given by the vertically integrated
ADCP currents,arecomparedwith thesamequantitiescal-
culatedfrom modelresults.Rootmeansquareerror(RMSE)
andbiasvaluesarecalculated asa functionof forecastday,
andvaluescorrespondingto the sameforecastday number
arebinnedtogether

Frominspectionof timeseriesof transportmagnitudeand
direction (not shown), we find that the upperADCP mea-
suresa transportwith mostly north–northeasterlyheading
during the period.The CTRL simulationpredictsa north–
northwest-headedcurrentduring the periodin question.In
addition to the discrepancy in direction,the transportmag-
nitudepredictedby theCTRL is tooweakduring thewhole
simulationin bothupperandlower sections.Figures11 and
12 show meanRMSEandmeanbiasof theseriesof simula-
tionsalongwith themeans±1 standarddeviation.

In bothupperandlower sectionsit is evident thatassimi-
lation causesa reductionin speedRMSEandbiascompared
with thecontrolrun.Thechangein biasindicatesthatthepre-
dictedcurrentremainsmoreenergetic throughoutthe fore-
castperiod.As for direction,the assimilationrunsperform
betterthanthecontrolrun in thelower section,with reduced
RMSE for all forecastdays.In the uppersection,however,
directionpredictionsseemto be ofsimilar quality in theas-
similationrunsasin thecontrol run. A possibleexplanation
for this might be that thecurrentsin thenear-surfacelayers

Figure 12. RMSE andbiasof transportspeed(upperpanels)and
direction(lower panels) in thewatercolumnstretchingfrom 8 to
41m below thesurfacerelative to the ADCP, asa functionof fore-
castday.

arestronglyaffectedby thewind stress.Any changesmade
to the currentin the near-surfacelayersby the assimilation
systemmay thushave a short life spanin the model if the
wind stressimposedon the surfaceyields a different direc-
tion. Changesat deeperdepths,on the other hand,have a
greaterchanceof being sustained.This advocatesfor the in-
clusionof surfaceforcing in thecontrolvector.

5 Discussion andconcluding remarks

In the presentedexperimentswe have assimilatedHF radar
andhydrography profiles in both an idealistic anda realis-
tic model.In bothcaseshydrography profilesweresparsein
comparisonwith the numberof HF radarcurrentobserva-
tions. The realisticexperimentswere carriedout for a spe-
cific time period and the resultsarethereforeinfluencedby
localweatherconditionsanddonotnecessarilyrepresentthe
variationsin predictabilityof differentflow regimes.

Startingwith an idealizedtestcasewith syntheticHF to-
tal currentsandhydrography profilesbeingassimilated,we
find that it is necessaryto keepthe horizontalerror corre-
lation lengthscalesfairly small. The strongcurrentsalong
the steeptopography are associatedwith sharpfronts and,
when large correlationlengthscalesareused,the informa-
tion providedby the observationsmaybeerroneouslyspread
acrossthesefronts.As theincrementalstrongconstraint 4D-
Var is basedonrepeatediterationsof a tangentlinearversion
of themodelandits associatedadjoint model,the lineariza-
tion assumptionneedsto hold throughoutthe assimilation
window. In our case,with stronglynonlinear andenergetic
currents,thiswindow needsto bequiteshort.Both theideal-
izedandthe realisticexperimentsgive bestresultswhenthe
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window is 24h. We alsofind that relinearizingthe prelim-
inary solutionthroughouter loops isbeneficialfor the per-
formanceof thedataassimilationsystem.Thesefindingsare
confirmedwhen similar experimentsare performedwith a
realisticmodelwith realobservationaldata.

Hydrographic observationsalonedid not yield a signifi-
cantpositive impacton thesurfacecurrents,not even in the
idealizedexperimentswheremore(synthetic)profileswere
assimilated,comparedto the realisticcase.The profilesdo,
however, have apositive impacton the densityfield in the
model, reducinganalysissalinity RMSE from 0.31 in the
controlrunto 0.16in theexperimentwherebothHF currents
andhydrography profileswereassimilated.Also, thetemper-
atureRMSE is reduced from3.0 to 2.2◦C. As theshipwas
moving in theoppositedirectionof thedominatingcurrents,
ship-basedobservationsof temperatureand salinity during
the forecastperiodhave lit tle valuefor validation purposes.
Comparisonwith satelliteobservationsof seasurfacetem-
perature(not shown here),however, suggeststhat tempera-
ture predictionsareimproved throughoutthe forecastwhen
CTD profilesareassimilated.

With assimilationof HF currents,on the otherhand,the
current forecastsareimproved. Gridded fieldsof surfacecur-
rents,with temporalresolutionof 1 hprovide thedataassim-
ilation systemwith improvedpositioningof eddies andmore
realisticcurrentspeed.In theidealizedexperimentswe even
seeimprovementin the temperature.Thereare indications
thatthis alsoholds intherealisticexperiments,but indepen-
dentobservationsaretoo sparseto confirmthis. Usingboth
HF currentsandCTD profilesfor assimilationyieldsthebest
results.Although CTD profilesdid not improve the current
forecastsalone,togetherwith the HF radarsurfacecurrents
they seemto addanadditionalconstrainton the circulation.
Theseresultsdemonstratethe importanceof samplingnot
only thesurfacebut alsothesubsurfacedensitystructure.

We concludethat usingHF radarcurrentsin operational
dataassimilationsystemsis usefulfor improving predictions
of upperoceantransports,which is highly relevant for oil
spill mitigation purposesandsearch-and-rescueoperations.
Assimilationof the HF radarradial componentsdirectly by
utilizing a suitableobservation operatorholds the potential
for further improvementandis thefocusof ongoingefforts.
Using radialswill increaseboth thenumberof observations
availablefor assimilationaswell asthecoverage area.Errors
introducedby thealgorithmscombiningradialsfrom two or
moreantennaswill alsobeeliminated.
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Abstract

Using four-dimensional variational analysis, we produce an estimate of the state of a coastal region in Northern
Norway during the late winter and spring in 1984. We use satellite sea surface temperature and in-situ observations
from a series of intensive field campaigns, and obtain a more realistic distribution of water masses both in the
horizontal and the vertical than a pure downscaling approach can achieve. Although the distribution of Eulerian
surface current speeds are similar, we find that they are more variable and less dependent on model bathymetry
in our reanalysis compared to a hindcast produced using the same modeling system. Lagrangian drift currents
on the other hand are significantly changed, with overall higher kinetic energy levels in the reanalysis than in the
hindcast, particularly in the sub-inertial frequency band.

1 Introduction

Modeling the transport of plankton, pollution, and drifting objects presents an ongoing challenge in operational
oceanography. To obtain realistic Lagrangian trajectories, circulation models need to resolve the horizontal structure
of the time-varying currents as well as correctly describe the vertical dynamical balances that determine the vertical
position or distribution of the quantity of interest. Shelf and coastal seas are of particular interest as human activity
is concentrated near the coast, and shelf seas are most relevant for primary production, fisheries, and oil exploitation.

Ocean circulation models set up for a specific coastal or shelf sea are commonly used to provide the Eulerian
current fields used for Lagrangian transport studies. Such regional ocean circulation models crucially depend on
initial and boundary conditions from coarser models, which may lack important details relevant for the specific
region. Increasing the model resolution usually implies better physics as more processes and scales are resolved, but
errors propagating in from parent grids reduces model skill. Traditionally, ocean model errors have mainly been
associated with initialization, and errors due to the boundary conditions have been most pronounced in limited area
numerical weather prediction (NWP) models (e.g., Warner et al., 1997). Such limitations in predictability due to
the boundary conditions are becoming increasingly relevant in the high resolution ocean models used for coastal
applications.

One way to improve a regional ocean model is through data assimilation (DA), combining observations and
model fields in an optimal way to provide the best possible estimate of the true state. Ocean DA is rapidly developing
as advanced methods are inherited from NWP and adapted to ocean circulation models. For instance, the four-
dimensional variational analysis scheme used in this study (Moore et al., 2011a,b,c) uses linear model physics to
propagate information in time, which allows the model state to be adjusted in a dynamically consistent way, even
though the observations are not taken at the analysis time. In addition, the analysis scheme allows us to correct for
errors in the lateral boundary conditions and the surface forcing.

Particle transport crucially depends on transient current features such as tides and eddies. In the uppermost part
of the ocean the Stokes drift and the wind- and wave-induced mixing become important factors, particularly for
buoyant particles (Drivdal et al., 2014; Röhrs et al., 2014). To realistically resolve the small scale transient currents,
it is not only required that the ocean model has sufficient spatial resolution, but also that the model has a correct
water mass distribution in order to resolve frontal instabilities and the baroclinic response to large scale forcing.

The focus region in this work is the Lofoten and Vesterålen shelf sea in northern Norway (see Fig. 1), where we
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Figure 1. Study area in Northern Norway. Ocean depth is illustrated by shading, while the red box indicates the
model domain. The overall pathways of the Norwegian Atlantic Current and the Norwegian Coastal Current are
indicated in orange and green, respectively.

find the primary spawning ground for Northeast Arctic Cod (Gadus morhua) in addition to rich oil and gas reservoirs.
Cod eggs spawned in Vestfjorden are transported with the Norwegian Coastal Current and the Norwegian Atlantic
Current to the nursery grounds in the Barents Sea. The Lofoten and Vesterålen area has so far been protected from oil
and gas exploitation as a preventive measure, but the continuation of this state of affairs remains uncertain. Previous
studies of transport processes in this region have focused on connectivity (primarily cod egg and larvae transport),
oil spill drift modeling, and marine ecosystem models (e.g., De Hoop et al., 2016; Eide et al., 2007; Svendsen et al.,
2007; Vikebø et al., 2013).

The large scale pathways of zooplankton and ichtyoplankton from the Lofoten and Vesterålen shelf sea northward
to the Barents Sea are generally known (Ådlandsvik and Sundby, 1994; Vikebø et al., 2007). Recently, the focus have
turned to smaller scales and the upper ocean dynamics that impact on particle transport near the coast. Particularly
interesting for this study is the work of Myksvoll et al. (2014), who demonstrate the impact of vertical stratification.
The eggs of the Coastal cod are denser than the Northeast Arctic cod eggs, and hence have a different distribution
with depth, resulting in a retention of Coastal cod eggs near the coast. Field studies using different types of drifters
also demonstrate a remarkable variation in the drift currents with depth, implying that the direct impact of the
atmospheric forcing on the transport diminishes very rapidly away from the surface (Röhrs and Christensen, 2015).
Previous studies thus point to two different aspects of the role of stratification for the transport: (i) the role of
stratification for the vertical distribution of buoyant particles, and (ii) the role of stratification for the intrinsic ocean
response to atmospheric forcing. It is the second point that we will focus on here, and we will compare our results to
a downscaled version of the SVIM hindcast archive, which has been used in several previous transport studies in this
region (Kvile et al., 2016; Langangen et al., 2016; Stige et al., 2015).

We present a reanalysis of the Lofoten and Vesterålen shelf sea circulation made with a four-dimensional
variational DA scheme. The observations are taken from a series of intensive field campaigns in 1984 (Sundby and
Bratland, 1987) and from re-processed satellite sea surface temperature (SST) measurements. We emphasize on the
impact of improved hydrography on the overall circulation and the Lagrangian transport statistics. The outline of the
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paper is as follows: In Sec. 2 we briefly describe the oceanography of the Lofoten and Vesterålen shelf sea; in Sec. 3
we describe the numerical model and the observations; in Sec. 4 we summarize our results. Finally, Sec. 5 contains a
brief discussion and some concluding remarks.

2 The Lofoten and Vesterålen shelf sea

The shelf in northern Norway is restricted to the east by a mountainous coastline with deep fjords and numerous
islands and skerries, and there is a steep shelf break toward the deep Norwegian Sea basin to the west. This shelf
break controls a branch of the relatively warm and saline Norwegian Atlantic Current (NAC). On the inner part of
the shelf we find the fresh and cold Norwegian Coastal Current (NCC), which contains the river runoff from all
along the Norwegian coast and freshwater originating in the Baltic Sea.

The Vesterålen shelf sea off the Lofoten and Vesterålen archipelago (Fig. 1) is the narrowest part of the
Norwegian shelf, being about 60 km wide. On this part of the shelf, the NAC and the NCC converge, giving rise to
baroclinic instabilities and eddies shedding off to the Lofoten Basin (Isachsen, 2015; Poulain et al., 1996; Volkov
et al., 2015). On the inner part of the shelf, a branch of the NCC enters Vestfjorden, a wide bay separated from the
surrounding shelf sea by a deep sill (∼230 m) in the south and the Lofoten archipelago to the west. The outflow
from Vestfjorden is primarily found on the western side, along the Lofoten archipelago. The general circulation
pattern in Vestfjorden is cyclonic, occasionally interrupted by complex transient circulation patterns that develop in
response to local winds.

The winds during winter and spring in Vestfjorden are often from northeast due to catabatic flow of cold air
from the mainland. These winds force near-surface water in Vestfjorden toward the outer part of the shelf. A second
mode of wind driven circulation is set up by southwesterly winds during the passage of low pressure systems. In
such cases, the cyclonic circulation pattern in Vestfjorden is interrupted and water masses are retained in Vestfjorden
and piled up towards the inner parts (Ellertsen et al., 1981; Furnes and Sundby, 1981). The water flushes out when
the wind drops, and is driven to the Lofoten and Vesterålen shelf by rotational effects. This interaction between
Vestfjorden and the Lofoten and Vesterålen shelf is repeated throughout winter and spring, and is a source of great
variability in the NCC.

The Vestfjorden bay is up to 500 m deep and below the surface layer there is remnant Atlantic water. The
water in Vestfjorden is stably, albeit weakly, stratified: since the deeper Atlantic water is warmer than the coastal
water, the temperature is often found to increase with depth. Depending on the wind situation, there is upwelling of
Atlantic water along the rim of the bay, with southwesterly winds resulting in upwelling of Atlantic water toward
the Lofoten archipelago. The stratification on the shelf and on the shelf slope depends on both the amount of fresh
water advected by the coastal current, the wind- and wave-induced mixing, and the amount of coastal upwelling
and downwelling. The stratification exhibits a strong seasonal cycle both inside Vestfjorden and in the surrounding
shelf sea. During late spring and summer, the stratification is enhanced due to increased runoff associated with snow
melting, as well as solar heating of the surface layer, resulting in a wide and shallow NCC. In contrast, low runoff
levels combined with surface cooling causes a deepening of the mixed layer during winter. In the cold season the
NCC thus becomes narrow and deep.

The most dominant tidal constituents are the semi-diurnal lunar M2 component followed by the solar semi-
diurnal S2. Very strong tidal flows in narrow sounds and shallow regions contribute to the coast-shelf exchange. The
period of M2 (12.42h) is close to the inertial period (12.1h) in this region, and both the tides and inertial oscillations
add to the variability of currents around the Lofoten archipelago.

3 Models and Observations

The numerical ocean model used in this study is the Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS), which is a
free-surface, hydrostatic, primitive equation model with terrain-following vertical coordinates (Haidvogel et al.,
2008; Shchepetkin and McWilliams, 2005). ROMS comes with a set of tools for strong and weak constraint
four-dimensional variational (4D-Var) data assimilation, as well as a framework for assessing observation impacts
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and model sensitivities using adjoint techniques (Moore et al., 2011a, 2004, 2011b,c). In this study we utilize the
strong constraint, incremental 4D-Var driver (IS4DVAR) to perform state estimation.

The model covers an area centered around the archipelago of Lofoten and Vesterålen in Northern Norway (Fig.
1), with a horizontal resolution of 2.4 km and with 35 vertical levels. This setup have been used in previous studies,
assessing the impact of assimilating High Frequency radar observations on forecast skill (Sperrevik et al., 2015),
and, at a higher resolution of 800 m, the impact of wave-current interactions and wave-induced mixing on the
Lagrangian transport of cod eggs and larvae (Röhrs et al., 2014). We will present results from two different model
realizations: (i) a downscaling of the SVIM archive (Lien et al., 2013, 2014) and (ii) a reanalysis generated by
IS4DVAR using in-situ hydrography and satellite SST. These two model realizations will be denoted as SVIM-DS
and ANA, respectively.

3.1 The SVIM downscaling
SVIM is a hindcast archive that covers the Nordic Seas and parts of the Arctic Ocean with a horizontal resolution of
4 km and with 32 vertical layers. The archive covers the time period from 1958 until present, being updated four
times per year. Our downscaling, SVIM-DS, has the same atmospheric forcing as the original hindcast archive, with
six-hourly fields of winds, temperature, humidity, mean sea level pressure, total cloud cover, and net precipitation
from the Norwegian Reanalysis 10 km (NORA10) archive (Reistad et al., 2011). Daily means of salinity, potential
temperature, sea surface elevation, and barotropic and baroclinic velocities from the SVIM archive are used both for
initial and boundary conditions. The boundary conditions are applied using a combination of radiation and nudging
conditions as proposed by Marchesiello et al. (2001), while surface elevation and barotropic currents are imposed
following the recommendations of Flather (1976) and Chapman (1985). In addition, tidal forcing from the TPXO
global inverse barotropic model of ocean tides (Egbert and Erofeeva (2002)) is applied. The model is also forced
with daily estimates of river discharges from the Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Directorate (Beldring
et al., 2001).

3.2 4D-Var reanalysis
The model configuration for the reanalysis is the same as for SVIM-DS, but due to limitations in the adjoint
and tangent linear models used by IS4DVAR, clamped boundary conditions with a sponge layer are used for the
baroclinic variables. The configuration of the IS4DVAR driver is similar to that of Sperrevik et al. (2015) with two
exceptions: the assimilation window length is increased from 24 to 72 h, and the control vector now includes the
open boundary conditions.

In IS4DVAR, the background error covariance matrix is estimated from a combination of a multivariate balance
operator (not used here), a univariate covariance operator, and background error standard deviations provided in
input files (Moore et al., 2011a). Here we have used a 3 years hindcast simulation to estimate monthly values
of background error standard deviations. To account for seasonal changes in the stratification and the circulation
patterns, the background errors in any given DA cycle is estimated using a weighted mean of the monthly values.

A reanalysis covering the time period of 1 January to 30 June 1984 is constructed in the following manner:
The initial conditions for 1 January are retrieved from SVIM-DS, and a best estimate of the ocean state over the
assimilation window is found by running IS4DVAR. The updated ocean state at the end of the assimilation window
is then used as initial conditions for the next assimilation cycle. This procedure is repeated until the simulation
reaches 30 June, by which a total of 61 assimilation cycles have been completed.

This sequential data assimilation procedure generates a reanalysis that is dynamically consistent within each
assimilation window. The transition between adjacent assimilation windows will, however, not be continuous
since the solution within a window is optimized for the observations available during the given period. Trajectory
modeling requires continuous fields, and for this reason we have applied an incremental analysis update method
(Ourmières et al., 2006). A continuous solution for the entire period is obtained by running the model with the same
configuration as for SVIM-DS, but exchanging the boundary conditions and surface forcing with the corresponding
fields from the IS4DVAR solution, and nudging temperature and salinity towards the analysis fields with a timescale
of 12 h.
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Figure 2. SST for 15 April 1984 from DMI (a) and NOAA (b). All in-situ temperature (c) and salinity (d)
observations for the duration of the experiment, and the number of in-situ observations per assimilation cycle (e).

3.3 Observations
Two different SST data sets are used in the reanalysis. The first is the global SST analysis provided by the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (Reynolds et al., 2007), which is produced by blending AVHRR data
with in-situ measurements, generating daily averages at a 0.25 degree spherical grid. The second is a regional SST
analysis provided by the Danish Meteorological Institute (also daily averages, see Høyer and She, 2007). This
product has a spatial resolution of 0.03 degrees which is comparable to the resolution of our model, but it only covers
the model domain up to 68◦N. The coverage and resolution of the two products is illustrated in panels (a-b) of Fig. 2.

In-situ observations of temperature and salinity were retrieved from the EN4 data set available from the UK Met
Office (Good et al., 2013). For the region of interest, the data set mainly consists of ship-borne CTD observations,
collected during extensive cruises by the Institute of Marine Research during the spring months (Sundby and
Bratland, 1987). As can be seen in panels (c-d) of Fig. 2, the observations are mainly from inside Vestfjorden and
the Lofoten and Vesterålen shelf. In total there are 1272 profiles, taken as unique observation points with 5 or more
measurements in the vertical, available for the period of the reanalysis. Fig. 2e shows the temporal distribution of
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Figure 3. a) TS-diagram showing the water masses in the the observation data set (green), and the corresponding
model values for the re-analysis (blue), SVIM-hires (red) and the SVIM archive (orange). The smaller panels at the
right show the models’s RMSE and bias for temperature ( b and c) and salinity (d and e) as a function of depth.

in-situ observations.

4 Impact of state estimation

4.1 Water mass distribution
The two model simulations are compared by evaluating error statistics with respect to the in-situ observations, which
to a large extent are taken inside Vestfjorden and on the Lofoten and Vesterålen shelf, and hence mainly in coastal
waters. Close to 90% of the observations are taken in the upper 100 meters of the water column, thus the ocean
below the mixed layer is poorly sampled. Independent observations are not available since all the in-situ profiles
have been used in the reanalysis to provide maximum constraint on the model (e.g. Janeković et al., 2013).

Panel (a) in Fig. 3 shows a T-S diagram of all in-situ observations of temperature and salinity along with the
corresponding values from the two model simulations. To aid in the interpretation of the diagram, the panels (b-e)
in Fig. 3 show root-mean-square errors (RMSE) and bias for temperature and salinity as a function of depth. The
diagram shows that SVIM-DS is too saline and cold, and has much less variation than the observations. SVIM-DS
thus resembles the original SVIM hindcast, in which the NCC have a strong positive salinity bias (Lien et al., 2013).
In contrast, the cold and saline deep water is well reproduced.

The ANA simulation, on the other hand, has a much better representation of the water masses, demonstrating
that the analysis scheme has brought the model much closer to the observations. With the exception of extreme
salinity values, the reanalysis is able to reproduce the observed water masses with a realistic variation in density. The
salinity bias from SVIM-DS is much reduced at all depths, particularly in the upper 100 m. A negative temperature
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Figure 4. The difference in mean salinity flux through the southern boundary for the period 25 March - 10 April
(ANA - SVIM-DS).

bias still persists below the surface layer, but the bias is reduced by approximately 1◦ C at all depths above 400 m
and the RMSE is decreased by a similar magnitude.

It is interesting to note the impact of adjusting the boundary conditions through the analysis scheme. Figure 4
shows the average difference between ANA and SVIM-DS in the salinity flux through the southern boundary during
a two week period when in-situ observations are abundant. The salinity flux is here taken as

Fs =
∮

uSdA, (1)

where u is the normal velocity component at the boundary, S is the salinity, and A is the grid cell area. Most salinity
observations are too far away to directly affect the salinity at the boundary given the background error covariances we
provide, hence the salinities at the boundary hardly differ between the two simulations. Compared to SVIM-DS, the
salinity flux in ANA is decreased in the surface layer and increased in the deeper parts primarily through changes in
the velocities at the boundary, and these changes contribute to maintaining a stronger stratification in the reanalysis.

4.2 Baroclinic dynamics
The above comparison between ANA and SVIM-DS demonstrates a significant difference in the stratification, hence
we now evaluate the impact of the state estimation on the first baroclinic Rossby radius of deformation, R1. Since R1
is the scale at which rotational effects become important, and is closely linked to the scale of boundary currents,
fronts, and eddies, any differences between the two simulations are likely to translate into large differences in
transport estimates.

The first baroclinic Rossby radius R1 is defined as

R1 =
c1

| f | , (2)

where f is the local Coriolis parameter and c1 is the phase speed of the first baroclinic mode internal gravity wave.
The phase speed can be found as a solution of an eigenvalue problem, but we will use an approximate WKB solution
(Chelton et al., 1998). Thus, we use the following relation:

R1 ≈ RWKB
1 =

1
| f |π

∫ 0

−H
N(z)dz, (3)

where H is the local water depth and N is the buoyancy frequency. It should be noted that Nurser and Bacon
(2014) and Osinski et al. (2010), estimating values of R1 in the Arctic and Baltic, found the WKB approximation to
underestimate R1, particularly in shallow areas. It is thus likely (and more exact solutions not shown here support
this) that the results presented here yield smaller values of R1 compared to a solution of the full eigenvalue problem.
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Figure 5. Spring season mean of R1 for SVIM-DS (a) and ANA (b) with values lower than the horizontal model
resolution in blue tones and higher values in reds. c) shows a time series of average on-shelf values of R1.

The panels (a-b) in Fig. 5 shows the average R1 over the spring months calculated from the two model simulations.
Since the variations of the Coriolis parameter are small in our case, variations in R1 can primarily be attributed to
changes in the depth and the stratification. As a consequence, the shelf break is clearly distinguishable in the results,
marking a sharp transition from low to high R1 values.

For the purposes of this discussion, we define R1 > 2∆x as eddy-resolving and ∆x < R1 < 2∆x as eddy-permitting,
where ∆x is the horizontal resolution of our model. It is clear that neither of the simulations are eddy-resolving on
the shelf. Over the deep basin, however, ANA is eddy-resolving, while SVIM-DS remains eddy-permitting. ANA
also has higher values of R1 on the shelf, which is particularly evident inside Vestfjorden, where the model now is
eddy-permitting, and outside the Lofoten archipelago where the average R1 values approach the horizontal resolution
of the model.

As R1 depends on the stratification, it exhibits a seasonal cycle. The lowest values are found in March, at the end
of the winter season when stratification is weak, and the highest values during summer when there is an increase in
runoff due to snow melt and also high insolation. This seasonal cycle seems to be well reproduced by both ANA and
SVIM-DS (see Fig. 5c), with a shelf-average (H ¡ 500 m) of R1 that slowly increases during the spring, before a
rapid increase in mid-May caused by snow melt. The shelf average of R1 is approximately 500 m larger in ANA
throughout the period, indicating that the effective model resolution is increased as a result of the state estimation.

4.3 Upper ocean transport
The upper ocean velocities depend on the stratification through the baroclinic response, and in this section statistics
of the upper ocean Eulerian and Lagrangian velocities are presented.

Figure 6 shows histograms of Eulerian surface current speeds. The main panel (a) shows histograms based on data
from the full model domain and the inlet panels (b-d) show histograms based on data from three sub-domains. For
the full model domain, the distributions of surface current speeds differ only slightly between ANA and SVIM-DS.
Low current speeds occur more frequently in SVIM-DS, while intermediate speeds (0.3-0.5 ms−1) are more frequent
in ANA. SVIM-DS has a slightly higher occurrence of velocities above 0.6 ms−1, probably caused by a stronger
degree of topographical steering. While the distributions of ANA and SVIM-DS are rather similar when averaged
over the entire model domain, the comparisons between sub-domains reveal some interesting differences. Inside
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Figure 7. Normalized frequency of occurrence for Lagrangian surface current speed, obtained from artificial model
drifters at 1m depth released during spring season.

Vestfjorden (Fig. 6b), the surface currents are much more energetic in the reanalysis ANA. Outside Vesterålen (Fig.
6d), where the shelf is very narrow, SVIM-DS has a tendency toward a bi-modal distribution. The highest speeds
are associated with the topographically steered currents along the shelf break, which become more pronounced in
SVIM-DS since the surface currents over the deep basins are weak. In ANA, on the other hand, there is no such
bi-modality and no clear separation between the currents along the shelf break and over the deep basin.

Lagrangian velocities have been obtained by seeding numerical drifters into the Eulerian velocity fields using the
OpenDrift trajectory model (Dagestad et al., 2016; Jones et al., 2016). The drifters were kept at a constant depth of 1
m. A total number of 7680 (288 each third day for 80 days during spring season) numerical drifters were seeded on a
uniform grid with 12 km spacing, covering the entire model domain within 30 grid points from the model boundary.
Each drifter was active for 256 hours ( 10.6 days). Drifters that stranded or left the model domain within 10.6 days
have been removed from the analysis.

Histograms of the drifter speeds are shown in Fig. 7. The average Lagrangian drift speeds for both ANA and
SVIM-DS are higher (0.42 ms−1 and 0.35 ms−1, respectively) than their Eulerian counterparts (0.22 ms−1 and
0.22 ms−1, respectively, compare with Fig. 6a). Also, the reanalysis ANA has a much higher occurrence of high
Lagrangian drift speeds than SVIM-DS, despite the fact that ANA and SVIM-DS have similar distributions for the
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Figure 8. Rotary Spectra of Eulerian surface currents. a) anti-cyclonic rotary components and b) cyclonic rotary
components. The vertical bars indicate the solar tide S1, inertial period f, and lunar tide M2.

Eulerian speeds.
To further investigate the differences between Eulerian and Lagrangian velocities, rotary spectra from both data

sets have been calculated. To obtain the Eulerian rotary spectra, hourly surface velocity fields were divided into 512
hour long segments, using every tenth grid point to provide some degree of de-correlation between the segments.
The rotary spectra for each segment was calculated following Gonella (1972), and all the segments were averaged.
Figure 8a shows the energy levels of the negative frequency components, which represent anti-cyclonic motion.
SVIM-DS and ANA have approximately the same level of energy at most frequencies, with distinct peaks near
the inertial frequency and at the M2 tidal frequency. Figure 8b shows the energy levels of the positive frequency
components that represent cyclonic motion. The sharp peak around the M2 frequency is the most dominant feature.
SVIM-DS and ANA again have similar energy levels at most frequencies. At higher frequencies (near the Nyquist
frequency), the SVIM-DS model is more energetic than ANA in both the negative and positive component spectra.
It is not clear to us what is causing this difference, but we speculate whether it can be attributed to the suppression of
numerical instabilities being slightly different in the two simulations.

Lagrangian rotary spectra were calculated from the velocities of the numerical drifters, using the methodology
in Röhrs and Christensen (2015). Each drifter trajectory has a sampling frequency of 0.5 h and a duration of 256 h.
The spectra for each segment are averaged to provide the Lagrangian rotary spectra shown in Fig. 9a. The spectra
compare well with the results obtained for observed drifters in Röhrs and Christensen (2015), indicating a realistic
representation of upper ocean currents in the model simulations. We note that the Lagrangian energy levels are
higher for ANA than for SVIM-DS, although this is not the case for the Eulerian rotary spectra. Figure 9b shows the
ratio between the SVIM-DS and ANA energy levels for the positive and negative frequencies, respectively. The
differences are highest in the sub-inertial frequency band where ANA is up to twice as energetic as SVIM-DS,
indicating that ANA has more near-inertial oscillations, which is likely to be caused by the fact that the more
pronounced stratification in ANA should allow for more intense near-surface response to wind forcing, as discussed
in Röhrs and Christensen (2015).
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Figure 9. a) Rotary spectra of Lagrangian surface currents, obtained from the trajectories of artificial model
drifters. Anti-cyclonic rotary components are shown using solid lines and cyclonic rotary components using dashed
lines. b) Difference of rotary components between ANA and SVIM-DS model runs, normalized by SVIM-DS rotary
components.

5 Discussion and concluding remarks

In this study we have compared a downscaled version of the hindcast archive SVIM with a data assimilative
equivalent, both simulating the circulation in the Lofoten/Vesterålen area during the spring of 1984. The SVIM
archive has previously been used to study plankton transport and connectivity, but biases in the modeled salinity
and temperature are likely to have influenced the results. The assimilation of satellite SST and in-situ salinity and
temperature brings the reanalysis much closer to the observations, and the distribution of water masses becomes
more realistic. It is clear that including the boundary conditions in the control variable vector is beneficial. In
our case part of the salinity bias in the interior of the model domain is removed through adjustment of the depth
dependent velocities at the southern boundary.

There are still biases in the reanalysis, in particular a cold bias in the deeper layers, but the reductions are
significant in the upper part of the ocean. A recommendation for future research cruises is therefore to collect more
hydrography profiles that extend to the bottom. The internal deformation radius (first baroclinic mode) is generally
higher in the reanalysis compared to the downscaled hindcast. This increase results in a higher effective resolution
in the reanalysis, and is a direct consequence of the improved representation of the stratification. The estimates of
the deformation radius indicate, however, that the horizontal resolution of 2.4 km that we have used is too coarse to
properly resolve baroclinic instabilities.

The distributions of the Eulerian speeds in the two model simulations are similar, with some local differences that
point to the impact of assimilation on the model hydrography. For instance, inside Vestfjorden the speed distribution
of the reanalysis is wider, indicating that the currents have become more variable and responsive to the local wind
forcing. On the shelf, the downscaled hindcast has a bi-modal distribution, with the higher speeds dominated by
the strong topographically trapped flow along the shelf break. The reanalysis shows no such tendency toward a
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bi-modal distribution, which again indicates that the currents have become more variable and less dependent on
model bathymetry.

We find distinct differences between the reanalysis and the downscaled hindcast when we investigate the energy
spectra of Lagrangian drift currents. The energy levels of the reanalysis are generally larger for all frequencies. The
differences are particularly large in the sub-inertial frequency band for the anti-cyclonic drift velocity components,
which indicates a different response to the wind forcing and more near-inertial oscillations in the upper layers. Our
analysis does not reveal why the Lagrangian energy levels are higher in the reanalysis, but there are two possible
explanations: (i) the differences in the upper ocean dynamics leads to more clustering, and convergence of numerical
drifters in regions of strong divergence (Jacobs et al., 2016), and/or (ii) the increase in periodic flow features (cf. the
increase in the sub-inertial frequency band) leads to an increase in the residual drift currents (Longuet-Higgins,
1969; Wei et al., 2004). A detailed analysis of this issue is outside the scope of the present paper, but will be the
focus of future investigations.

In this study we have used numerical drifters at a fixed depth of 1 meter, thus only evaluating the impact of
improved stratification on the currents. For the case of transport of buoyant particles, such as cod eggs and oil
droplets, the effect may be even more profound as the particles are likely to have different vertical distributions in
the two simulations as a consequence of density differences and its effect on mixing.
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Abstract

A high resolution reanalysis of the circulation in the Kattegat and Skagerrak is used to investigate the mechanisms
that control the variability in the onset of the Norwegian Coastal Current. In the reanalysis, we have used all
available in-situ and remote sensing observations of salinity and temperature, in addition we use surface current
observations from two coastal high frequency radars that were ideally placed to monitor the exchange between
the two basins. We find a strong correlation between the variability in the wind forcing in the Skagerrak and
the transport in the Norwegian Coastal Current through the Torungen-Hirtshals section. Two cases with winds
into and out of the Skagerrak are studied in more detail, and the results suggest asymmetries in the forcing
mechanisms. For winds out of the Skagerrak, strong outflows of Baltic Sea water associated with a deflection of
the Kattegat-Skagerrak front may disrupt local processes in the Skagerrak, which is not accounted for in previously
published conceptual models for the variability of the coastal currents in this region.

1 Introduction

The Kattegat and the Skagerrak connect the Baltic Sea and the North Sea. Here three water masses meet: Baltic Sea
water coming through the sounds in the south, North Sea water carried with the Jutland current along the Danish
west coast, and subsurface Atlantic water branching off the Atlantic Current north of Scotland and flowing south
along the coast of Norway (see Fig. 1). The Jutland and Baltic currents converge outside the northern tip of Denmark,
Skagen, forming the Kattegat-Skagerrak front.

The ship traffic in the region is heavy, with approximately 40,000-60,000 larger vessels passing through every
year, and major oil spills in recent years have been caused by groundings or ship collisions (e.g. Broström et al.,
2011). There are hundreds of shipwrecks in the region, containing bunker oil, mustard gas, white phosphorous and
other hazardous loads, and leakage of toxic material from sunken vessels poses another environmental hazard. In
addition, there are hundreds of thousands of pleasure crafts in the region, the use of which peaks strongly in the
summer months. Operational circulation models are thus needed both for ship routing, oil spill drift models, and
for search-and-rescue support. The circulation in the Kattegat-Skagerrak is challenging to model, however, and
multi-model ensembles show large differences between modeling systems (Golbeck et al., 2015).

Of particular interest is the onset of the Norwegian Coastal Current (NCC), since the NCC influences the
environmental conditions along the entire Norwegian coast. The NCC originates in the Skagerrak as a continuation
of the Baltic Sea outflow and it flows along the Norwegian coast all the way up into the Barents Sea. It carries
freshwater from the Baltic Sea and the Norwegian rivers into the Arctic and hence plays an important role in the
Arctic freshwater budget. Along most of the Norwegian coast, the cold and fresh NCC is wedged between the warm
and saline Norwegian Atlantic Current and the coast, and mixing between the Atlantic and coastal waters gradually
reduce the contrast between the two water masses as they flow northward. Typical current speeds in the NCC are
about 0.25 ms−1, but occasionally exceed 1 ms−1 (Aure et al., 2007). There is a seasonal variation in the NCC: in
the summer it is wide and shallow, while in the winter it turns narrow and deep. From a climate perspective there is
a trend towards increasing temperatures in the NCC of the order of 1◦ C (Albretsen et al., 2012).

In this paper we use a reanalysis of the Kattegat-Skagerrak circulation to investigate the variability in the onset
of the NCC, and the causes for this variability. Our focus is on the response to the large scale wind forcing in
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Figure 1. The map shows the lateral boundaries of the model (red) as well as the main currents in the
Kattegat-Skagerrak system: the Norwegian Coastal Current (NCC, blue), the Jutland Current (JC, red), the Baltic
outflow (BO, green), and the Dooley Current with Atlantic water (AW, black). The inset shows the approximate
boundaries of the Kattegat and the Skagerrak.

the Skagerrak, which is associated with Ekman transport across the Skagerrak, and upwelling and downwelling
along the Norwegian and Danish coasts. We use the four-dimensional variational analysis scheme in the Regional
Ocean Modeling System, assimilating satellite sea surface temperature and in-situ salinity and temperature from
a variety of sources. The observations also include data from two high frequency (HF) coastal radars that were
temporarily deployed just north of the Kattegat-Skagerrak front, hence providing an excellent constraint on the
exchange between the two basins. Previous observation and modeling studies have focused on integrated parameters
such as freshwater height and available potential energy, linking these quantities to the circulation (e.g. Gustafsson
and Stigebrandt, 1996; Røed and Albretsen, 2007). We do not rely on such integrated parameters to estimate the
currents as these are taken directly from the model, although we use the freshwater height to investigate the time
development of the surface layer for different surface forcing conditions.

The outline of the paper is as follows: In Sec. 2 we briefly describe the main features of the circulation in the
Kattegat-Skagerrak; in Sec. 3 we describe the modeling system and the observations that we use to produce our
reanalysis; in Sec. 4 we present the results from the reanalysis, focusing on the components of the overall circulation
that have a major influence on the NCC. Finally, Sec. 5 contains a discussion and some concluding remarks.

2 The circulation in the Kattegat-Skagerrak
The Kattegat and Skagerrak basins are mostly shallow, with the exception of the Norwegian Trench, which extends
from the Norwegian Sea and follows the coastline into the Skagerrak (Fig. 1). The northern part of the Skagerrak is
therefore the deepest, with a maximum depth of 710 m. The southern part toward Denmark is much more shallow,
with depths decreasing slowly from about 50 m in the central part of the basin to the sandy northern coastline of
Denmark. The Norwegian Trench continues as the Deep Trench into the Kattegat along the Swedish coast, with
depths slowly decreasing from about 100 m in northern Kattegat to the Belt Sea and Öresund in the south. Here
the Kattegat connects to the Baltic Sea through narrow straits and the main flows are over the Darss Sill (18 m)
and the Drogden Sill (8 m). The tides are dominated by the semi-diurnal component, and the tidal range is small
in both basins (typical offshore range is 5-10 cm). The largest rivers that flow into the Kattegat and Skagerrak are
Glomma, Drammenselva and Göta Älv (see Fig. 2), with average discharges in the years 2014-2015 of 853, 448 and
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Figure 2. The map shows the location of the three largest rivers Glomma, Göta Älv and Drammenselva
(diamonds). Also shown are the locations of the two HF radars at Måseskär (southernmost) and Väderöarna
(triangles). The range of these HF radars were approximately equivalent to the distance from the Swedish coast to
the tip of Denmark, at Skagen (S). The black dots show hydrographic stations that are part of regular Swedish
monitoring cruises while the red dots show the stations on the Torungen-Hirtshals section.

604 m3s−1, respectively (data from the national hydrological services).
The outflow from the Baltic Sea has been shown to correlate well with large scale gradients in mean sea level

pressure (Stigebrandt, 1983), but is out of phase with the freshwater supply to the Baltic Sea (Aure et al., 2007).
The response to the weather systems can be very strong in the Danish straits, with barotropic flows exceeding the
freshwater flow out of the Baltic Sea by one order of magnitude (Stigebrandt, 1983). The Kattegat is well represented
as a two-layer system, with the surface layer increasing in salinity from about 10-12 in the south to about 20-25
toward the Kattegat-Skagerrak front, and below the surface layer we find Skagerrak water with salinities between
30-35 (e.g., Gustafsson, 1997; Jakobsen, 1997; Stigebrandt, 1983). The overall circulation in the surface layer is
anticyclonic with variations due to changes in the Baltic outflow and the position of the Kattegat-Skagerrak front
(McClimans et al., 2000; Nielsen, 2005; Stigebrandt, 1987).

In the Skagerrak the surface circulation is primarily cyclonic, and the sea surface height has its minimum in
the central part of the basin. The NCC flows westward out of the Skagerrak on the northern side while the Jutland
current (JC) brings North Sea water influenced by the discharge from major rivers in the southern part of the North
Sea (i.e., the Rhine, the Meuse and the Elbe). The so-called Dooley Current (Dooley, 1974) brings Atlantic water
in from the Northern North Sea along the southern rim of the Norwegian Trench, and this water forms the bottom
layer. The surface layer is thinnest in the central part of the Skagerrak where the Atlantic water often can be found
at 10-20 m depth (e.g., Gustafsson and Stigebrandt, 1996). There is a seasonal variability in freshwater height in
the Skagerrak, which on average is related to the seasonal variability in the Baltic Sea outflow (Aure et al., 2007;
Gustafsson and Stigebrandt, 1996). The response to local wind forcing is complex and Ekman transport across the
central part of the Skagerrak contributes to exchange between the NCC and the JC, and also influences the exchange
between the Skagerrak and the Kattegat (e.g., Danielssen et al., 1997).

The transport out of the Kattegat and into the Skagerrak has been estimated to be between 45,000-80,000 m3s−1,
and the average outflow from the Skagerrak in the NCC has been estimated to 400,000 m3s−1 (Gustafsson, 1997).
The difference between these two transports is due to the JC and the Dooley Current (see Fig. 1). Thus, the Baltic
Sea outflow is only a small part of the total transport in the NCC and there is considerable mixing of the various
water masses in the Skagerrak. Extensive field campaigns were launched in 1990-91 (SKAGEX, see e.g. Berntsen
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and Svendsen, 1999, and references therein), which provided near synoptic hydrographic data for extended periods.
Analysis of the SKAGEX data set has indicated that the coastal currents are strongly correlated with the local
wind forcing, with a response time of about one week (Gustafsson, 1999). This response time is consistent with a
baroclinic signal propagating with a speed of about 1 ms−1 around the rim of the Skagerrak basin.

3 Methods

3.1 Ocean circulation model
We use the Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS), which is a primitive equation model with split-explicit time
stepping, and that uses topography-following vertical coordinates (Shchepetkin and McWilliams, 2005, 2009). The
model domain is indicated in Fig. 1. The horizontal resolution is approximately 1 km and we use 50 vertical layers.
The minimum depth in the model is set to 10 m. The quadratic bottom friction coefficient is increased in shallow
areas both for reasons of numerical stability and also to reduce the flow in the regions where the actual depth is
less than the model minimum depth. Vertical mixing is parameterized using the two-equation k-ω scheme (Umlauf
et al., 2003; Warner et al., 2005), with surface wave breaking as a source of turbulent kinetic energy parameterized
as in Craig and Banner (1994). The model has been spun up from Jan. 1, 2014, with four-dimensional variational
(4D-Var) data assimilation from Sep. 1, 2014. We show results here for the period Oct. 1, 2014 to Nov. 30, 2015.

The model is forced with hourly data from the numerical weather prediction model AROME-MetCoOp of the
Norwegian Meteorological Institute and the Swedish Hydrological and Meteorological Institute (SMHI). This model
has a horizontal resolution of 2.5 km. Surface fluxes are obtained via the COARE 3.0 bulk flux algorithms (Fairall
et al., 2003) that are built into ROMS. The lateral boundary conditions are obtained from the operational Baltic
and Northwest Shelf ocean model components of the Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service (see
http://marine.copernicus.eu, the data streams are BALTICSEA ANALYSIS FORECAST PHYS 003 006-TDS and
NORTHWESTSHELF ANALYSIS FORECAST PHYS 004 001 b, respectively). These model fields are averaged
to provide daily inputs, interpolated to our native model grid to provide model values in boundary relaxation zones
towards the North Sea and the Baltic Sea, respectively. The matching to exterior values is implemented as in
Marchesiello et al. (2001) with a mixture of nudging and radiation conditions. The model is also forced with 7 tidal
components from the TPXO global inverse barotropic model (Egbert and Erofeeva, 2002). Freshwater discharge from
38 rivers are provided as daily climatological values, except for the three largest rivers (Glomma, Drammenselva
and Göta Älv) for which we provide daily averages obtained from Norwegian and Swedish authorities.

3.2 Analysis scheme
We use the 4D-Var analysis scheme implemented in ROMS (ROMS-4DVAR, Moore et al., 2011a,b,c). More
specifically, we use the physical-space statistical analysis system (PSAS) with the restricted preconditioned conjugate
gradient (RPCG) algorithm of Gratton and Tshimanga (2009) and a 24 h assimilation window. It is possible to
include the surface fluxes and the lateral boundary conditions in the control variable vector of ROMS-4DVAR, and
this has been done here. The background error variances needed for ROMS-4DVAR are estimates obtained from
the intrinsic model variability from a model hindcast (e.g., Broquet et al., 2009) covering the same period as the
reanalysis. Univariate error covariances are modeled using a diffusion operator (Moore et al., 2011a; Weaver and
Courtier, 2001), and the horizontal and vertical decorrelation scales are taken to be 10 km and 20 m, respectively. No
balance relations between control variables have been used for explicit multivariate error covariances. Examination
of the ROMS-4DVAR output (i.e., the linear and nonlinear cost function values) indicates that the assumption of
linear dynamics within the 24 h assimilation window is reasonable (e.g. Neveu et al., 2016, not shown here).

3.3 Observations
In-situ observations of temperature and salinity were collected from three different sources: The Copernicus Marine
Environment Monitoring Service (see http://marine.copernicus.eu), the EN4 data set available from the UK Met
Office (Good et al., 2013), and from The International Council for the Exploration of the Sea (sse http://ocean.ices.dk).
The compiled data set consists of observations from a variety of observational platforms, such as monitoring cruises,
FerryBox (Haller et al., 2015) and moorings. The sea surface temperature (SST) data are from individual satellite
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Posterior bias Prior bias Posterior RMSE Prior RMSE
u (native) [ms−1] -0.006 0.000 0.168 0.225
v (native) [ms−1] -0.007 0.052 0.195 0.255
temperature [K] 0.006 -0.079 0.552 0.767
salinity -0.028 -0.057 0.873 0.981

Table 1. Verification statistics: biases and root-mean-square errors (RMSE).

overpasses projected onto a grid with 1.5 km resolution (Eastwood, 2011). The SST data used here are obtained
from infrared senors, and thus observations are only available during cloud free conditions.

The SMHI deployed medium-range (13.5 MHz) CODAR SeaSonde HF radars late in 2014 on two sites on
the Swedish west coast at Måseskär and Väderöarna (see Fig. 2). The radars were operative throughout 2015, but
changes in carrier frequency and bandwidth were made in winter/spring 2015 due to issues with noise. For this
reason we only use HF radar data collected from Apr. 1, 2015. The combined data (”total vectors”) from the two
sites were assimilated as horizontal velocity vectors with an effective depth of 0.7 m (Röhrs et al., 2015).

3.4 Transports, wind forcing and freshwater height
For the analysis of the NCC variability we calculate the transports through the section Torungen-Hirtshals (Fig. 2).
The model results show that, on average, neither the NCC or the JC extend across the deepest point of the Norwegian
Trench, and the NCC and JC transport estimates are calculated for the sub-sections indicated in Fig. 7. In addition,
we do not include the transport below 200 m depth to reduce the influence of the subsurface Atlantic water in the
Norwegian Trench. The impact of assimilation on the NCC transport is calculated using adjoint techniques (e.g.
Moore et al., 2011c; Neveu et al., 2016), and the analysis increments to the NCC due to the various observation
types are shown later on in Sec. 4.2.

We also calculate the time integrated wind stress τ in the direction n normal to the Torungen-Hirtshals section as

τ(t) =
1
T

∫ t

−T+t
(τA ·n)dt ′, (1)

where the overbar denotes the spatial average of the model wind stress in the region indicated in Fig. 7. In Sec. 4.4,
we correlate this average wind stress with the modeled NCC and JC transports, and the time period T is varied in
order to identify the response time of the coastal currents to changes in the wind forcing.

Finally, to investigate the transport of freshwater in the surface layer we calculate the freshwater height from the
salinity S as

FWH =
∫ ζ

ζ−10

max(0,35−S)
35

dz, (2)

where ζ is the instantaneous sea surface height. For comparison with other studies utilizing the freshwater height
(e.g. Gustafsson, 1999; Gustafsson and Stigebrandt, 1996), please note that we restrict the integration to the upper
10 m of the water column to avoid excessive influence of bathymetry on the results.

4 Results

4.1 Verification
Average prior and posterior model error statistics for the period Oct. 1, 2014 to Nov. 30, 2015 are shown in Table 1.
The posterior biases are reduced compared to the prior biases, demonstrating that the analysis scheme successfully
draws the model closer to the observations. The only exception is the native u-velocity component, which has a
negligible bias from the outset. The HF radar observations are taken at a location where the native u-velocities are
more or less normal to the coastline and thus close to zero, hence a small bias for this variable is not surprising. The
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Figure 3. The upper panels show the impact of the observations on the analysis increment in the NCC in Apr. and
Oct. 2015, respectively. Each bar represents one assimilation cycle of 24 h. The middle panels shows the average
impact per observation (absolute value). The lower panels show the number of observations per assimilation cycle.
Note the difference in scale above and below the zero line.

biases are in general small, which is encouraging since the analysis scheme assumes a bias free model, although
that is difficult to achieve in practice. The posterior root-mean-square errors (RMSE) are smaller than the prior
RMSE for all state variables. We may note here that many of the salinity observations are from a mooring close
to the Swedish coast where we would expect the model to be less accurate due to unresolved processes. If these
observations are left out, the prior and posterior RMSE values for salinity become 1.031 and 0.655, respectively,
which should be more representative for observations collected by research vessels, drifting buoys, FerryBox, and
other instrument platforms operating further offshore.

4.2 Observation impacts
Figure 3 shows the observation count and the analysis increments in the NCC transport for all assimilation cycles
in Apr. and Oct. 2015, respectively. The bottom panels show that the total number of observations vary greatly
from one assimilation cycle to the next. The bulk of the observations are satellite SST but the HF radars provide
a substantial amount of data as well. In-situ data are primarily from regular monitoring cruises and FerryBox in
addition to the observations received every day from the mooring mentioned above. The top panels of Fig. 3 show
the analysis increments in the NCC transport through the part of the Torungen-Hirtshals section shown in Fig. 7. We
note that the increments are both positive and negative, indicating that the transport estimates are not significantly
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Figure 5. Maps of (a) surface velocities, (b) vertically averaged velocities, (c) freshwater height, and (d) sea
surface height averaged over the period Nov. 1, 2014 to Oct. 31, 2015. Additional white-dashed isolines are shown
in Panels (c) and (d) for emphasis. The black isolines denote the 200 m isobath (solid) and 50 m isobath (dashed).

that the currents northeast of Skagen are comparatively weak and more variable (Rodhe, 1996). It should also be
emphasized that we only consider one specific year here and that our averages are not necessarily representative for
longer periods.

In Panel (b) we see that the vertically averaged currents have a similar pattern as the surface currents. There is
evidence, however, of a persistent anticyclonic eddy at the northeastern end of the Norwegian Trench. This eddy is
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Figure 9. Maps of freshwater height at the time of the NCC minimum (b) and the week before (a), and at the NCC
maximum (d) and the week before (c). The red arrows indicate the dominating wind direction for each case.

We now proceed to investigate two cases in more detail. The two vertical black lines in Fig. 8 mark a minimum
(in fact a reversal) and a maximum in the NCC. Figure 9 shows maps of the freshwater height at these extremes
as well as the situations one week before, consistent with our finding of a response time of 7 days for the NCC
to the wind forcing. Figure 10 shows the surface velocities for the two extremes. The case with winds out of the
Skagerrak and a minimum in the NCC is shown in Panels (a) and (b) in Fig. 9, and in Panel (a) in Fig. 10. We see
that the Kattegat-Skagerrak front initially passes from Skagen toward the Swedish coast, and there is slightly more
freshwater in the surface layer north of the front as compared to the annual average (Fig. 5). At the time of the
minimum the JC is blocked and the Kattegat-Skagerrak front is deflected away from the Swedish coast and cuts
across the Skagerrak toward the Norwegian coast (for a description of a similar case, see Aure et al., 2007). Near
the Norwegian coast we see that a tongue of freshwater turns east, interacting with the more saline water masses to
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Figure 10. Surface velocities at the time of (a) the NCC minimum and (b) the NCC maximum. The black isolines
denote the 200 m isobath (solid) and 50 m isobath (dashed).

the east and forming an anticyclonic eddy such as mentioned in Sec. 4.3 (Fig. 10, Panel a). The case with winds
into the Skagerrak and a maximum in the NCC starts altogether differently. In Fig. 9, Panel (c) we see that there is
initially much less freshwater in the Skagerrak and that the Kattegat-Skagerrak front is pushed back into the Kattegat.
At the peak (Panel d), the front is pushed even further south and saline surface water extends all the way toward
the southern boundary on the Swedish side of the Kattegat. A local minimum in the freshwater height appears at
the northeastern end of the Norwegian Trench in approximately the same position as the local minimum in the
annual average, coinciding with the location of the anticyclonic eddy seen in Fig. 5, Panel (b). The circulation in this
case is, however, cyclonic (Fig. 10, Panel b). The density in the late autumn and winter is primarily controlled by
salinity, which would explain the differences between the two eddies seen in Fig. 10: the anticyclonic circulation
in Panel (a) is consistent with a light core eddy, where the core consists of freshwater brought by the deflected
Kattegat-Skagerrak front. The reason why we have a local maximum in the salinity (Fig. 9, Panel b), and hence near
surface density, is more elusive, although the cyclonic circulation is consistent with a dense core eddy.

Figure 11 shows the velocities through the Torungen-Hirtshals section at the peaks and one week before. The
case with winds out of the Skagerrak and a blocking of the coastal currents (left hand-side panels) is hard to explain
in terms of Ekman transport and upwelling, primarily because the Kattegat-Skagerrak front crosses the section twice
and a significant part of the flow is along the section. At the point in time when we have a minimum in the coastal
currents, the sea surface height has a local maximum in the interior of the Skagerrak associated with the presence of
freshwater from the Kattegat. The case with winds into the Skagerrak and intensification of the coastal currents
(right hand-side panels) is easier to explain in terms of Ekman transport and upwelling: sharp gradients in the density
field on the Norwegian side are reduced due to upwelling (not shown here), and the sea surface slope toward the
Danish side increases as the surface water is transported toward Denmark, leading to an intensification of the JC.
From the bottom panel on the right we do see that the part of the NCC closest to the coast decrease in strength, but
an increase in the interior parts implies an overall strengthening of the total transport on the Norwegian side of the
basin. It is also clear that there is a net inflow to the Skagerrak with an overall increase in the surface level.

5 Discussion and concluding remarks
Numerous authors have commented on the large variability in the Kattegat and Skagerrak circulation and several
conceptual models for how this circulation depends on local and remote atmospheric forcing has been presented
in the literature (e.g. Gustafsson, 1997; Nielsen, 2005; Stigebrandt, 1983). Our approach has been to use a high
resolution reanalysis assimilating all available in-situ and remote sensing observations of salinity and temperature.
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In addition, we have assimilated surface currents from two coastal HF radars that were ideally placed to observe
the exchange between the Kattegat and Skagerrak. We can investigate details of the circulation in our analyzed
fields that are missing in data sets from large field campaigns. Such modeling effort is costly in terms of computing
resources and we have so far only covered a period of slightly more than one year. Therefore we do not know if our
results are representative of the circulation on longer time scales, but note that the model bias and RMSE values
are small, and that annual averages reproduce the main features of the circulation as reported in previous studies,
such as an anticyclonic surface flow in the Kattegat, an overall cyclonic circulation in the Skagerrak, and realistic
stratification across the Torungen-Hirtshals section.

When investigating the relation between the time integrated wind forcing in the Skagerrak and the strength of
the coastal currents, we find remarkably high correlations. The Norwegian Coastal Current has a response time to
the local wind forcing of about 7 days, in agreement with previous estimates (Gustafsson, 1999). The two cases
studied more in detail in Sec. 4.4 suggest an asymmetry in the forcing mechanisms. For winds into the Skagerrak,
if the Kattegat-Skagerrak front is either in its normal position between Skagen and the Swedish coast, or located
even further south, the direct influence of the Baltic outflow will be small. In such cases the conceptual models
presented in earlier studies could be valid. For winds out of the Skagerrak, a strong outflow of Baltic Sea water
from the Kattegat can disrupt local processes near the coasts on either side. If the Kattegat-Skagerrak front crosses
over toward the Norwegian coast both the JC and the NCC will be blocked, in particular if such situations tend
to induce an anticyclonic eddy at the northeastern end of the Norwegian Trench. From our results it appears that
this anticyclonic eddy is a common feature meriting further investigation. In addition, there is an assymetry in the
barotropic response to wind forcing. The Skagerrak is open to the west and there are no physical barriers blocking a
surge from the North Sea. In contrast, winds out of Skagerrak will initially lead to a decrease in the sea surface level
here, which will again trigger a more complex response in the Kattegat and in the flows through the narrow straits
toward the Baltic further south (e.g. Nielsen, 2005; Stigebrandt, 1983). Despite these asymmetries in the forcing
mechanisms, the time series of the transport and the history of the local winds (Fig. 8) indicate that the coastal
currents respond just as strongly to winds out of the Skagerrak as into the Skagerrak.
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